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a letter from

our publisher
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pong balls or kosher marshmallows for hail, lots of toy animals for the
death of the animals, plastic bugs and lice, a baby doll for the death of
the first-born, and so on. One year I even had the kids and my husband
dress up as different characters –Moses, Aharon, Miriam, Pharaoh, and
his daughter Batya. THE SEDER CAME ALIVE!
We have several copies of the Children’s Haggadah so that all of the
guests can have their own. It’s colorful, full of pictures and has questions
and “did you know?” facts.Throughout the Seder, we go around the table
and have kids and adults read and ask questions. I toss little prizes to
those who answer – adults included!
This morning I told my kids I needed to write a Pesach story. I asked

During Pesach we don’t eat any chametz (leavened bread), to help us

them, “What should I write about?”

remember how our ancestors quickly fled Egypt. We can’t see it, eat it,
enjoy it or own it! We start cleaning by throwing away old toothbrushes

In a shrill of mixed little voices, this is what they responded

and having everyone choose a brand new one with a favorite character.

simultaneously –

We search our bedrooms and look through the whole house for chametz.
We look under the beds and check the children’s school backpacks.You

Oh mama, can we have PRIZES again like we did last year?

never know what could be hiding in a backpack!

Or what about the 10 PLAGUES – oh, can we do the toy plagues
again?

My husband has the biggest job. He helps us clean out the whole

Oh Mama – you HAVE to write about MATZAH!

refrigerator and behind the stove. I have to admit our house gets spotless

Or how about the SONGS – Mah Nishtanah – they all start SINGING

for Pesach. We go through the kitchen cupboards and box up noodles,
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breads, cereals, peanut butter, pastas, cakes, and cookies – everything
I was thrilled! They gave me my entire outline for how our family

with chametz. We even vacuum the car - you won’t believe how many

prepares for Pesach.

crumbs there are from snacks eaten on the way home from school!

Pesach is a special time of year because my kids get two weeks off from

We buy special kosher-for-Pesach foods – even cereal and pancakes

school. Not only do we do lots of fun family outings, but we also share

made from matzah. There are cookies and cakes that taste great. I’m

a Seder with friends and family. After Purim, for about a month before

continuously amazed at the way we can cook without chametz. After

Passover, I play the Passover CDs in the car and at home. The kids think

many hard and sweaty days of slaving away to clean and work out the

it’s for them but it’s really for me, so I can relearn – how quickly I forget

chametz from our lives – we SIT DOWN to FREEDOM at our SEDER

each year.

with savory matzah pudding, sweet and fruity matzah kugel, lamb with
rosemary, WINE and lots of charoset with apples and nuts.

I didn’t grow up with Pesach preparations and so one year I asked
a girlfriend for ideas. She suggested using the ArtScroll Children’s

Have an uplifting, delicious and “free” Pesach!

Haggadah (reviewed on page 32) and Passover plague toys for the Seder.
They turned out to be the perfect way to entertain – and teach - not

Robin Davina Meyerson

only kids but adults too. I ran to the Dollar store and bought “plagues”

rmeyerson@ajspirit.com

to decorate the table - little toy frogs, sun-glasses for darkness, ping
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What is the value of freedom without
the passionate drive of idealism? A look at
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ARIZONA Phoenix Community Kollel
Tuesday, March 28, 2006
Scottsdale Center for the Arts
CALIFORNIA University Heritage Society
Sunday, March 19, 2006
Luxe Hotel, Bel Air
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MY BIG, FAT, JEWISH SEDER

bonds of blood and tradition connect
us in ways we never imagined.

Now there is a movie like My Big Fat
Greek Wedding that is kosher for

This Pesach, the Wellman family will

Passover. As if your kin’s debacles

never be the same. And neither will the

weren’t enough, Passover at the

audience. Passover at the Wellmans is

Wellmans reminds its viewers that

an unforgettable journey into the lives

there is nothing quite like family. This

of a family whose experiences mirror

remarkable DVD brings the warmth

our own. Everyone will identify with

of the holiday along with the joys,

someone in the film, and can enjoy

difficulties, and sarcasms of the modern

a family DVD that is funny, thought

Jewish family. One can sit back and

provoking, and moving. Check out the

relate to modern Jewish characters and

preview at: www.afikimfoundation.org/

issues without the Jewish guilt. Despite

wellmans/

10

how “different” each character might
be, the lesson is clear: the common

IT’S THE JEWISH MUPPETS!

W

is absolutely captivating.

and concludes with the

hat’s Jewish about these Muppet-

Aside from the kits that

ingathering in the years

like children’s characters? They

can be ordered from the

following the Holocaust.

teach Torah! Torah Tots will make

website, TorahLab offers

In spite of eras of foreign

you and your kids smile more than you

hundreds of lectures on

rule, often accompanied

thought you could as it joyfully entertains

a very wide variety of

by physical and spiritual

while bringing Torah to life.

topics that can be easily

persecution, there is

downloaded and enjoyed

evidence of the Jews’

anywhere – with or

constant presence in the

without the accompanying

land. This course is concise

materials.

and provides answers to

Rabbi Reuven Stone, a long time fan of
Disney and the Muppets, has created a
virtual children’s playhouse with a wide
variety of colorful cartoon characters who

Spring 2006 | www.ajspirit.com

personify the mitzvot, including Talmi D.

THE LAND OF JUDAISM
COMES TO LIFE
TorahLab is a new

questions many of us are

and innovative Jewish

TorahLab’s new program,

curious about but rarely

Torah and Beano the Becher. Originally

education program started

called The Land of

take the time to research.

developed as a live show, everyone can now

by Rabbi Yaacov Haber

Judaism, offers a

The Land of Judaism gives

enjoy them at Torahtots.com, their fun-

that is opening up new

comprehensive review of

us a deeper understanding

filled website - with lots of fun downloads

vistas in Jewish education.

Israel’s place as the Land

of our rich heritage and

including introductory lessons about Alef-

Haber’s method of

of Judaism. It covers the

our ties to Israel as part

Beis, Shabbat and Holidays. “Parsha on

Jewish learning is to use

journey of the Jewish

of God’s eternal covenant

Parade” is another feature to look for, with a

computer graphics and

people from biblical times,

with the Jewish people.

list of a hundred questions about the weekly

interactive technology that

through their trials in exile

Torah Portion for families to answer together.
At their website, Torahtots.com offers an

is embellished with animation, character

fun, online resource for kids to learn to love

interactive CD-ROM series. In addition to

voices, narration, music, on-screen painting

Judaism, look no further than Torahtots.com!

the content already on the website, the CD

and animated games. For those looking for a

ADVENTURES IN TORAH STUDY

Talmud + iPod = ShasPod

I

f you’ve been on our email list to receive
Now, the eternal wisdom of our oral tradition has been

Rabbi David Fohrman’s weekly series on

merged with the hottest craze in digital music. Fresh

Cain and Abel, you won’t want to miss

on the market is the ShasPod, a 20 gigabyte iPod

this new adventure in Torah study. Fohrman,

that comes fully loaded with 2,711 audio classes

who is a professor of Biblical Themes at
Johns Hopkins University, has just launched

covering the entire Talmud, one page at a time.

a fascinating new series of weekly classes via

Replacing about 2,000 cassette tapes is one

the internet. Each week, you’ll get access to a

device that will satisfy your Talmud-study needs
for the next seven and a half years, guiding you

specially recorded audio lecture (about 45-50

through a whole shelf full of heavy books.

minutes long), slideshows, discussion boards,
lecture outlines and source notes. Here’s your
chance to begin a guided adventure through

The word “Shas” in Hebrew is an acronym for

a multimedia experience of a pivotal event in

“the six orders” and refers to the six sections of
the Talmud. Since 1923, Jews around the world

biblical Jewish history.

have been following the same “daily page” (English
for Daf Yomi) schedule, finishing all of Shas in about

You can hear a free sample class by going

seven and a half years. With each cycle, the number

to www.jewishtextstudy.org and clicking on
the “Listen to Sample Class” tab at the top

of participants has grown and the access to classes has taken new forms. After the new

of the page. The lecture you’ll get to hear

ShasPod, one can only imagine how the Talmud will appear next. Get yours today at

is entitled “The Hidden Structure of the Ten

www.shaspods.com.

Commandments.” Or if you prefer, visit our

Maybe
Thought
free
month of Torah
the class. as an Adventure
Studying

You Never to sign upoffor a
website, www.ajspirit.com,

FRUMSTER ANNOUNCES EXPANSION

personalized service, Frumster has further
customized their membership process to

500

of its members

since its founding, Frumster.com, the

develop profiles that are not based on
traditionally Orthodox concerns.

popular Jewish dating website has

20,000

opened its virtual doors a little wider.

There are currently more than

After four years of pioneering Orthodox

screened members benefiting from the

internet-launched

the

live support, insightful profiles, thousands

of CD’s and tapes on such topics as “Is it

website is expanding to include all

of pictures, interactive forums and

Kosher to Argue with God?” (8 cassettes)

marriage-minded Jews, whatever their

social events Frumster offers. Members

and “Coming to Grips with the Binding

affiliation.

conduct searches and contact potential

Think
Again.
Also by Rabbi
Fohrman,
is a whole series
Online Classes with Rabbi David Fohrman

www.jewishtextstudy.org

A PROJECT

OF THE

HOFFBERGER FOUNDATION

FOR

TORAH STUDIES

marriages,

matches

of Isaac” (7 cassettes). All are available at
www.jewishexplorations.com.

Jacob Rupp, Julie Szarvas

11

anonymously

through

the

The decision followed frequent requests

private and discreet Frumster network.

from non-observant, marriage-minded

Now, no matter where you are or

Jews

the

what your level of Jewish affiliation is,

plethora of Jewish-by-name-only dating

the sincere quality of Frumster’s online

services where they found little in quality

dating service is just a click away.

who

were

frustrated

by

or commitment. Known for its very

Spring 2006 | www.ajspirit.com

After marrying off
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f o u r o t h e r q u estions
to ask at the Seder

If there is a top-ten list of Jewish sentences out there, “Why is this night different from all other nights” would be
right at the top. The traditional four questions it introduces are well-known and provide an essential springboard for
discussing the holiday. Here, we offer four other questions that call out to be addressed - along with answers
we hope will add a deeper layer of meaning to your Seder and to your entire Passover.

1.

Why Do We Start With

Questions?

2.

Why Do we Have to Eat, of All Things,

Matzah?

Every Jewish child’s first experience with Passover includes
learning to ask “the four questions.” Usually a little convincing

If we are going to take our questions seriously, one of the first

(and perhaps the promise of some Barton’s candy) will be

Jewish questions we ought to be asking nice and loud is one

enough to overcome the youngest child’s shyness. However,

word: Matzah? It’s the holiday of our freedom and we need a

according to the Talmud, even if all the kids slink under the

symbol of our people’s dramatic Exodus from Egypt and the

table, an adult has to ask the questions. Even if he is alone.

answer is a big square (or round) dry, tasteless cracker-bread
that is hard to digest? How did that

Why is that? None of the other

come to be our edible symbol of

holidays feature questions. Why does

freedom?

our tradition consider them to be so
central to the Seder?

We know the story – the dough did
not have time to rise as our ancestors

Although everyone refers to these

were rushed out of Egypt. Does that

as the “four questions,” you can

make this the ideal freedom-food for

announce at your Seder this year that

us and our families?

there is in fact only one question (read
them carefully and you’ll see what I

The answer is absolutely yes, and

mean): Why is this night different?

here’s why Matzah is – get ready for

The truth is that much of the Seder

this – the ultimate Freedom Food.

is designed to be different, just to be
different. In fact, being taught the

In Jewish thought, freedom is seen

four questions in advance is actually

from the inside and not the outside.

cheating – the kids are really supposed

The fact that you may have all kinds

to notice and ask them on their own:

of opportunities and no responsibilities

Hey – that’s different! Why?

does not make you free if something

Spring 2006 | www.ajspirit.com

inside you is compelling you to choose
If something happens in our world

A instead of B. The reality is that that is usually what happens to

and we don’t notice or care enough to ask, we will never

us – we go with the flow, choosing the things that come most

achieve a meaningful freedom. Why? I’m glad you asked! If

naturally or that are expected of us by our society.

our learning happens because we sit back and let people
teach us, it is their world we will live in and not our own.
continued on page 14

continued on page 14
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3.

Why is the Holiday Called

Passover?

4.

Why Do We Celebrate as a

Family?

The second question we might ask, once we’re thinking

You have the opportunity to plan a night of pure freedom.

about Passover is, Why is it called Passover? Why isn’t it

Before you even finish this sentence, you will probably have

called Independence Day or something like that? What does

hula music playing in your mind, accompanying a vision of

Passover even mean? If you’ve used the word a thousand

palm trees and beach chairs. Wherever your thoughts take

times and never wondered, you’ve got some freedom-

you, though, as you imagine this once-a-year opportunity, it is

exercises to do: Ask and ask and ask. The more you flex your

unlikely that the sounds wafting into your thoughts will be your

asking muscles and your seeking-answer muscles, the stronger

family’s rendition of Dayeinu in sweet anticipation of another

your freedom will become.

Seder.

Passover – an accurate translation of

If we are committed to asking good

the Hebrew ‘Pesach’ actually does

questions

mean to “pass over” and refers to the

answers, here’s one that will take a lot

plague of the first born. When God

of soul searching: Is the Passover Seder

came to Egypt, so to speak, and was

the ideal way to celebrate freedom?

smiting firstborn Egyptians, He saw the

Maybe each of us should find a

blood of the Paschal lambs found on

mountain to climb or create some

Israelite doorposts and the plague

other moment of solitude so we can

“passed over” their homes, allowing

contemplate the meaning of our own

them all to live while the Egyptian first

lives. For many people, as much as the

born died. Thus, the name Passover.

Seder may have grown on us over the

and

believing

in

good

years, it can feel more like being tied
If you are satisfied with that answer,

down to an odd sequence of rituals -

you don’t need freedom exercises,

not to mention an odd set of relatives

you need extreme freedom rehab. This

– than like a rush of freedom. Why a

is even stranger than matzah. What

family Seder?

relevance does this detail have to the
There is one final limitation to the power

heritage? It’s tough enough to make sense of the event itself,

of freedom no one can overcome: You are not free to choose

but to choose this as the name of the holiday? What’s the

your self. Your identity as a person is given to you. When you

point?

close your eyes and concentrate on who you are, that “you”
is there – you cannot choose it, replace it or alter it.

I believe part of the message is this (but keep searching for
a full answer!): When the Israelites slaughtered and ate the

Freedom begins when you embrace your identity and learn

Paschal lamb, an Egyptian god, they were slaughtering the

about yourself. There are truths in each of us about our

symbol of Egypt in an act of service to God.

potential, our needs, our strengths – what will give us lasting joy
and fulfillment and what will not.

continued on page 14

continued on page 14
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most important Jewish Holiday in our

1.

Why Do We Start With

Questions?

continued

Freedom begins with taking the initiative to understand what you need to understand by asking the questions of
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those who know. It means being a leader in your life’s education.
The child (of the four sons) who “doesn’t know how to ask” is the one who needs our help the most. The house is suddenly turned
upside-down for Passover and he goes along like nothing is different. He is not leading his life – he cannot be free. We cannot
declare to our children that we are a people and have them follow. Somehow, whatever it takes, we have to get them to ask the
questions so that their learning is theirs and not ours. Then they will be free.

2.

Why Do we Have to Eat, of All Things,

Matzah?

continued

The rising of dough, which happens on its own if you just let it, represents all the decisions you’re going to make if you just let things
play out by themselves, doing the kinds of things you’re already inclined to do. That path, whatever opportunities you see outside
of you, lacks any meaningful freedom inside of you. Your dough is rising on its own and you’re doing nothing to stop it. Nature is
living your life – not you.
Stepping in and pre-empting the natural rising of the dough, taking it and deliberately choosing to bake it into matzah, symbolizes
our ability to step into our own lives, pre-empt our natural inclinations and make deliberate choices. Sometimes these choices
appear dry and tasteless but the deliciousness of true freedom adds a flavor beyond description.
Matzah is plain and simple to preserve the power of this symbol. When you eat it this year, leaning at your Seder table, imagine how
free you could be if nothing drove your choices and the plain simplicity of your soul was the only flavor you would ever need.

3.

Why is the Holiday Called

Passover?

continued

In placing the blood on the doorposts, they were saying to all the Egyptians out there, “this home is no longer subject to any of you.
We are not your people, we are God’s people.”
God’s response to their commitment to Him was to guarantee them and their descendents a protected space forever – a world
within a world that would be safe not necessarily from harm but from chaos and confusion and from the unpredictable and the
inexplicable. From now on, whatever would befall the rest of the world “out there” – whether at the hands of mother nature or at
the whims of kings and conquerors - would “pass over” them as they would continue to engage fully and freely in Divine service,
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confronting their own challenges framed in meaning, purpose and direction.

4.

Why Do We Celebrate as a

Family?

continued

Judaism teaches that the most defining qualities of your identity are your being part of a family - a son or a daughter, hopefully

a mother or a father, a grandchild and (eventually or already) a grandparent. The potential for self-expression awaiting
you in these roles is endless and the sooner you embrace and invest in them the more of yourself will be free to emerge. It

16 18

doesn’t feel all that free at the beginning and it entails “sacrificing” attractions you would rather choose. But as you invest
in a family-based future and discover the difference you can make in so many lives, the shortcomings of the alternatives will
become obvious and your freedom will take flight.

ajs | know thyself

THIS PASSOVER, LET’S RECLAIM THE LOST
ART OF LISTENING.

grown accustomed to (tired of) Zeidy’s
demands. But the grumbling quickly
changed to pleading.

Zeidy was sitting alone in the kitchen.
“OY!!!! AM I THOISTY!!!”
It was a late day in May, but the mercury

JUST
LISTEN,
WILL
YA?

snickered at the calendar, like a leopard

It worked. “Here you go, Zeidy,” offered

in a mousetrap. Everyone spoke about

Lisa, handing him a tall, quenching glass

the heat, not really sure if it was a

of lemonade, while scurrying back to

springtime anomaly or a harbinger of

the couch in the den. Her book had

summer.

fallen and it took her a good minute or
so to find her place again. But as she

But Zeidy could care less about weather

gently re-entered the novel’s backdrop,

patterning. He was, as we say, “uni-

she heard a very familiar voice moaning

focused.”

from the kitchen. Yes. It was Zeidy. What
could he want now?!

by Yaakov Salomon

pist in private practice in Brooklyn, N.Y. for

“OY! Am I thoisty!!!” he bellowed.

“OY! WAS I THOISTY!!!”

No one heard.

Okay, okay. So I adapted an old Yiddish

over 20 years. He is a Senior Lecturer and
Creative Director at Aish Hatorah’s Discovery
Productions. He is an editor and author for
the Artscroll Publishing Series and a member
of the Kollel of Yeshiva Torah Vodaath. His

joke, dating back to the 50’s. All right,
“OY! Am I thoisty!!!” he cried once more,

the 30’s. Somehow, that story has always

cranking up the decibels.

occupied a soft spot in my funny bone.

most recent book is, What the Angel Taught
You; Seven Keys to Life Fulfillment, with Rabbi

Now people in the next room heard,

Noah Weinberg. He shares his life with his

but they did not react. I guess they had

wife, Temmy, and their unpredictable family.

15
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Yaakov Salomon has been a psychothera-
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Enter Passover, with all its majesty, splendor, and tradition.
But amidst the finest cutlery, the glimmering goblets, and the
spiritual symbols galore, the Seder is really all about the art of
listening.

Poor old Zeidy, sitting alone in the kitchen. I guess he wasn’t
very thoisty after all, was he? Or maybe he was. We’ll never

I’ve heard it said that throughout the world people tell stories

know. But one thing we do know: he certainly was lonely.

to their children to put them to sleep. But in Judaism, we tell
our children stories to wake them up. The wine, the matzah, the

You know, Passover is sooner than we think, my wife gently

bitter herbs are all central to our fulfillment, of the Seder but our

reminds me, and I suppose I’m thinking about Zeidy and

primary obligation at the Seder is simply to tell the story - the

family and things like that. But Passover really reminds me

story of the miraculous events that framed our liberation from

of something even more fundamental: the lost art of just

Egypt and led us on our road to Sinai. And listening to that story

“listening” to someone.

is paramount to the whole process.

Many of us have forgotten (myself included), but not too long

The Torah, always meticulous in its written formulation, strangely

ago people actually used to listen to each other. It’s true!

prescribes for us the story-telling methodology. “So that you

People sat together, either in the park, or at a coffee shop or

will tell in the ears of your children and grandchildren what I

on the phone. One person spoke - the other listened and then

wrought in Egypt...” (Exodus 10:2)

they reversed roles! That was the formula and it worked.
The Torah’s stipulation that we speak into the “ears” of our
But those days are gone...sadly. Eye contact, empathy and just

children may have seemed somewhat superfluous. After all,

plain listening have been replaced by remote controls, very

where else shall we direct our verbal communications to -- their

fast food, and “Love to chat, but gotta..... (voice trails off into

hair? But today, that directive seems downright prophetic.

the Palm Pilot).
What happened?

Amidst the finest cutlery, the glimmering
goblets, and the spiritual symbols galore,
the Seder is really all about the art of
listening.

The process was a gradual one. Initially we found ourselves
Spring 2006 | www.ajspirit.com

with less and less time for mundane activities like listening
to someone else. “So unproductive.” Then, as video images
became the modus operandi for the entire waking portion
of our daily existence, we have “forgotten” how to listen to
anyone else. “When does the film start?” And now, I fear, if we
meet someone who needs to talk, we just pity the poor soul. “I
mean... isn’t that what therapists get the big bucks for?”
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There will come a time (read ‘now’) when listening will become
inefficient, forgotten, or passé. But hear the story, we must.
Convey the particulars in any way you wish. Just be sure that
our children are really listening. Speak into their ears.
Today, with our insatiable need to dissolve every nuisance
facing us, however inconsequential it may be, and with our
total intolerance for any discomfort whatsoever, we’ve lost
sight of how powerful a good “listen” can actually be. Instead,
we’ve all become “master problem-solvers,” ever-ready with
several “perfect” solutions for everybody else’s problems.

Throughout the world people tell
stories to their children to put them
to sleep. But in Judaism, we tell our
children stories to wake them up.

But by now you may have noticed...those FABULOUSLY CREATIVE
solutions are rarely greeted with overwhelming enthusiasm.
If you are really lucky, your illuminating insight will simply be
ignored. More likely, the reaction you get will be something
nestled between contempt and derision, for implying that YOU
came up with something that I hadn’t thought of. Hrmph!
What they really wanted when they “revealed” that problem

This article appears in Something to Think About – the new book
from Shaar Press by our very own Yaakov Salomon. We’ve included
a review of the book in this issue on page 60 and you can order it
at www.artscroll.com.

to you was a good “listen.” Attentive, compassionate, and
sincere. That kind of response is always welcome. And, these
days, quite unexpected. Add a dose of old fashioned eye
contact and a pinch of genuine sympathy and you’ll be
words, just replace the brain with your shoulder and watch the
hearts meet.
Passover, the occasion to usher in real freedom, can also be
the inauguration of a newfound commitment to give people
what they really need most. A chance to speak. An opportunity
to be heard. A comforting touch. A good “listen.” Or maybe
a glass of lemonade.
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amazed at how ameliorative your reply will become. In other

inspired
people
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an interview with

natan sharansky

The other Passover which I wrote about in the book [see sidebar] was
when I was in the punishment cell - when I had to use my memory
[without having a Haggadah] to say that in every generation we have to
feel that we left Egypt, etc. and that hashana anachnu poh - this year
we are here and next year in Jerusalem; this year we are slaves – next
year, free people [excerpt from the Haggadah]. So here the trick was
sitting in the punishment cell and trying to imagine that this hot water
is the sweet charoset and the salted fish is the Marror and to feel that
AP Worldwide Photos

- and that was also very powerful to me.

Twenty years after being released from the Russian Gulag for the

AJS: Is there anything you do now at your Seder to commemorate

“crime” of wanting to live in Israel, Natan Sharansky is a veteran of

your own “exodus”?

Israeli politics and the author of an internationally acclaimed book
on freedom and democracy. A true hero of the spirit, he spoke to
us about the personal lessons of freedom he learned in prison that
inspire him to this day.
American Jewish Spirit: Can you tell us about how you celebrated
Passover while you were in prison?

Natan Sharansky: In my book (Fear No Evil – about his imprisonment)
I described two Passovers. One was with my wife, which was in 1974
when I, together with my wife and 40 or 50 refuseniks who were
studying Hebrew, were brought together. None of our teachers could
read all of the Haggadah, so we divided it into three parts and everybody
Spring 2006 | www.ajspirit.com

that is a Seder and I am with all my friends, all my family, all my people

read part of it, and I being the youngest asked the Four Questions.There
were many problems of understanding, but it was so easy to feel it,
because the KGB guards were behind the door and we were in the
middle of our struggle to leave the Soviet Union, and it was so clear . . .
what it means to leave Egypt, and that b’chol dor v’dor chayav adam
lirot et atzmo k’eelo hoo yatza mimitzrayim - in every generation
each person has to feel that he left Egypt [excerpt from Haggadah], and
we were leaving Egypt. So it was a very powerful feeling of joining the
historic exodus.

Natan Sharansky: We have now two Seders; one is a normal Seder and
the other is the day when I was released. It is now twenty years since
I was released, and each year on that day we have a “Seder.” I put on a
kipa which was made for me by my cellmate from the cloth which was
used to make boots. They were very heavy boots and this was a cloth
that made it easier on the legs. And we have a Seder trying to connect
with questions and challenges which we are facing and our people are
facing.
And so I would have to spend Passover in the punishment
cell…Well, so what? The salted sprats would be my Marror,
the bitter herb, and for the Charoset, the sweet mixture of
nuts, apples and wine, I would use my cup of hot water.
What could be sweeter in the punishment cell? I tried to
recall everything I could from the Passover Haggadah,
starting with my favorite lines: “In every generation a
person should feel as though he, personally, went out of
Egypt,” and “Today we are slaves, tomorrow, we shall be
free men. Today we are here, tomorrow in Jerusalem.”
– from Fear No Evil

In practical terms, that unique feeling of liberation that I felt when I first
came back from the life of an assimilated Soviet Jew - [where it would
seem] as if you’re a free person but you are in fact a slave in a state of
constant doublethink - when I first became a free Jew by going back to
my roots and to my future and I started to become a Jewish activist, I
had a feeling that I’m a part of that history which started from leaving
Egypt and continues until this day.That feeling of liberation, of freedom,
was so powerful that inevitably all your life you want to keep that
feeling of inner freedom all the time.
In the punishment cell life was much simpler. Every day
brought only one choice: good or evil, white or black,
saying yes or no to the KGB. Moreover, I had all the time
AP Worldwide Photos

Natan Sharansky with his wife Avital, visiting Russia in 1997 for
the first time since his release.

I needed to think about these choices, to concentrate on
the most fundamental problems of existence, to test myself
in fear, in hope, in belief, in love. And now, lost in thousands
of mundane choices, I suddenly realize that there is no time

AJS: You’ve been a free man now for twenty years. Has experience
of the Gulag drifted into the past by now, or do you still think about
it a lot?

to reflect on the bigger questions. How to enjoy the vivid
colors of freedom without losing the existential depth I felt
in prison? How to absorb the many sounds of freedom
without allowing them to jam the stirring call of the Shofar

Natan Sharansky: I would say that these experiences are still here with

that I heard so clearly in the punishment cell? – from Fear

me; I don’t have to try to remember. I always compare [now to then]

No Evil

and I always feel it. Over the last year I’ve had to speak a lot, comparing
my years in prison and my years in politics, because of my second
book [The Case for Democracy - The Power of Freedom to Overcome
Tyranny and Terror (with Ron Dermer)].

Natan Sharansky: Well, it’s not simple, of course. Once I was
recommending to every minister in the Israeli government to spend

Israel, in Soviet prison and international politics. And I tell quite frankly
that life in prison was easier—not, of course, physically, but morally easier because it was very pure and simple: by saying no to the KGB [to
maintain my own Jewish identity] I would feel as if I fulfilled all taryag
mitzvot (the 613 commandments in the Torah).You know exactly - here
is your enemy, here is your friend; here is your moral goal and that’s
what you have to do to pursue it. There is no need to even think in
terms of compromising. And in politics, of course, all decisions have to
be built on compromise, and it’s not clear who is really your friend and
who is really your enemy.

some time in solitary confinement in a punishment cell but I don’t
really think that’s a good way to bring moral clarity to life. So I think
those who were not lucky enough to have such simple experiences
have to try to keep in mind all the time the historical proportions of
what is happening with us, and whenever it seems that we are at the
bottom of our existence because of all the disappointments - because
of corruption and scandals, because of political problems, because of
international relations, because of the failure of the many illusions of the
so-called peace process - all these things are disappointments. So now
definitely we are at the moment of one of the deeper disappointments.
I proposed to my friends and colleagues to look at what happened 50
years ago and then 20 years ago and then 10 years ago, to understand

But the fact that I have behind me that period of life of very pure moral
clarity helped me to establish a very high standard [of right and wrong]
and so these references and this need for moral clarity is inevitably
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how in fact optimistic our future is.
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These are two types of experiences I compare: the Soviet Union and

always with me.

AJS: How do you think the rest of us can achieve that?

FROM NATAN SHARANSKY’S CLOSING STATEMENT TO THE
RUSSIAN COURT THAT SENTENCED HIM TO 13 YEARS IN
CAPTIVITY
“I hope that the false and absurd but terribly serious charges
made today against me – and the entire Jewish people
– will not impede the process of national revival of the Jews
of Russia, as the KGB has assured me they would, but will

AJS: What are you most proud of about the Jewish people today?

Natan Sharansky: After going out of Egypt, we had liberation and the
birth of the Jewish people [at the same time]. So I believe it is very
important that freedom and identity go together. We Jews are those
who, by going back to our identity and keeping to our ways, being
positive and continuing to give thoughts to the value of freedom - this
is something that [since our birth as a people] has no doubt changed

actually provide a new impulse, as has often happened

world history.

in our history…For two thousand years the Jewish people

AJS: And what causes you the most concern about the Jewish

– my people – have been dispersed all over the world and

people today?

seemingly deprived of any hope of returning. But still, each

Natan Sharansky: Internally, assimilation; externally, appeasement of evil.

year Jews have stubbornly, and apparently without reason,
said to each other, Leshana Haba’a b’Yerushalayim (Next
year in Jerusalem)! And today, when I am further than ever
from my dream, from my dream and from my Avital, and
when my difficult years of prison and camps lie ahead of
me, I say to my wife and to my people, Leshana Haba’a
b’Yerushalayim!” - from Fear No Evil

In fact today, look at what’s happening with Hamas and the attempts
to legitimize it. We can understand how the regime of Hitler was once
legitimized.That is definitely something that is a concern. But as to Jews
themselves, the number one concern of course is assimilation.
AJS: You’ve spoken in the past about Jewish unity - what does that
mean to you?

Jews cannot fulfill their mission by themselves – whether individuals
AJS: What do you think is ultimately the true value of our freedom

or groups. That’s something we can do only together with all our

– having lost it and gotten it back? What can we do to make the

groups and with all our differences. People with different levels of

most of it?

religion, people from left and right, people who believe that security

Natan Sharansky:Whether as individuals or as a nation, as long as we are
Jews and part of our people we have a mission. Whether you feel it is
a mission God gave to us or which we chose for ourselves, depending
on your point of view - I don’t think this debate will ever be solved. But

goes first and people who believe in settling the land and so on. We
are a very opinionated people with very strong opinions. We are very
inclined to deny and dismiss one another, but we can succeed as Jews
only together.

the mission is to connect the values of Jewish life to the values of being
a free person, a part of the free world. And as long as you are making an

AJS: Is there anything we can do to make that happen?

attempt to be part of your people, you are part of this mission.

First we have to feel like this. Then we can act accordingly.

AJS: In your book Fear No Evil, you wrote about the many
meaningful lessons you learned from the only Jewish book you
had in prison – a book of Psalms. Now that you have access to the
rest, has there been anything else that has stood out for you?

Natan Sharansky: I don’t know very much but I learn bit by bit. I found
Spring 2006 | www.ajspirit.com

out only last week when I was learning from Sefer Mada of Rambam
(Maimonides’ Book of Knowledge) and I found a special mitzvah for me
to fulfill. Rambam writes that if you’re not hungry you should not eat; if
you are eating something without being hungry, it’s almost a violation,
and I have a habit from being in prison that whenever I see food I eat
it, because you never know the next time you will
be able to eat…so I found that it’s a special mitzvah
for me to fulfill, and I’m trying.
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Straight from his hard-earned release in a February, 1986 prisoner exchange, Natan Sharansky is carried in celebration to the
Western Wall in Jerusalem.

synagogue replicas bring

histor y to life
by margalite masel

I

n the mid-eighties, during a visit to the
Museum of the Jewish Diaspora on the
campus of Tel Aviv University, Judaica artist

Reuven Masel fell in love. The object of his
desire was a display of replicas of historic
synagogues from around the world and, in his
words, “I was overcome by a desire to bring
them back home with me.” He left without
them, of course, but they never left his heart.
Ten years later, he came across another
collection – this one being marketed to the
general public. The product was replicas of
European castles and, as soon as he saw them,
he knew what he wanted to do. Today, there
are thirty different historic synagogues in
Masel’s Jewish Expressions collection, and
they are available in Judaica stores around
the world.
As you can see from the photos, they are
beautiful, highly detailed recreations of
synagogues that, in their day, brought pride
and glory to their Jewish communities. Most
of these synagogues had been destroyed,
so Masel began a search for old postcards
and archived photos depicting these great
buildings. Each was then given to a sculptor
who hand-crafted a scaled-down model
Spring 2006 | www.ajspirit.com

– about 6”x6”x6” – that would serve as the
basis for a mold.
Many of them include complex interiors that
had to be assembled from many molds, but
some were created out of just one. Each is
hand-painted in the same colors as the original
buildings, reflecting the true flavor of the
original structures. To make the replicas even
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more meaningful, they also serve as Tzedaka

the homes and synagogues were linked by

boxes (charity banks).

internal passages, allowing the Jewish people
to move about the Jewish quarter without

But most important to Masel is the fascinating

exposing themselves to danger.

opportunity these replicas provide to see “first-hand” - the buildings that were so central

The Shmuel Synagogue of Bialystock, Poland

to Jewish life across the world for the last

was built in 1909, to replace the old shul from

several centuries. No longer need we travel to

the 18th century. The synagogue was burned

the Diaspora Museum in Tel Aviv to encounter

down by the Nazis in 1941, with about a

this tangible representation of our history.

thousand Jews trapped inside.

Looking at his model of the Great Synagogue
of Florence, Italy, you can almost picture
yourself standing in front of it, gazing up in
rapture at the great dome. The first stone of

The Altneushul in Prague, Poland.

this synagogue, laid in 1874, was brought all
the way from Jerusalem. During World War

The great Rabbi Yehuda Loew, better known

Two, the Nazis set off mines throughout the

as the Maharal, prayed in this synagogue, and a

building which greatly damaged its stability.

strong sense of spirituality pervades the entire

Thankfully, their attempts to destroy the

building. In addition to a model of the exterior,

building failed, and this amazing structure

Jewish Expressions also offers a model of the

remains standing to this day, its striking

interior where its vaulted ceilings and Gothic

Moorish architecture prominently visible

details are apparent.

against the city’s skyline.
Don’t be fooled by the simple exterior of the
Scola Grande Tedesca shul in Venice. Its elegant

The Tlomackie Street Synagogue of Warsaw.

and posh sanctuary more than makes up for it.
The oval women’s gallery on the second floor
greatly enhances the decorative beauty of the

Also

available

is

the Tlomackie

Street

Ark. Amazingly enough, in the Venetian ghetto,

Synagogue of Warsaw. When the synagogue
was dedicated, in 1878, the General Governor
of

Poland

attended

the

ceremony, in

official approval of the secular and wealthy
congregants. During World War Two, the
synagogue played a dramatic role. The final
liquidation of the Warsaw ghetto began on
April 19, 1943, on the eve of Passover, when
850 men of the German armed forces arrived
Jews left in the ghetto. But, the deportation
did not come as a surprise. The Jews were

The Great Synagogue in Florence, Italy.

prepared, and were determined to resist. The
Germans were forced to retreat under fire, and
the freight cars remained empty.

The Altneushul, or, “Old New Shul,” is the
oldest European Synagogue still in use. It was
built in the last quarter of the 13th century

The Scola Grande Tedesca Shul in Venice,

in the heart of the Jewish quarter of Prague.

Italy.
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to superintend the deportation of the 30,000

Second Temple charity bank, there is a midsize model available, as well as a very large

Each is hand-painted in the same colors as
the original buildings, reflecting the true
flavor of the original structures.

model that includes the outer walls of the
Temple courtyard.
Many contemporary synagogues maintain
collections of all the models currently
available, as do some schools and individuals.

During the first three days, street battles

Did you know that in the early 1900s there

For a complete list of synagogue replicas

took place in the ghetto. However, when the

were over 300 synagogues on the Lower East

offered, or to purchase the collection, you

Germans set fire to the buildings, the Jews

Side, serving over 600,000 Jews?

Most of

can contact Jewish Expressions at 800-441-

sought refuge in underground bunkers they

the Jews were Eastern European immigrants

8208. Most exciting of all, if you or your

had prepared. On May 8, 1943 the leader of the

fleeing from pogroms instigated by the Czar’s

congregation is interested in making a custom

Jewish revolt was killed. By May 16, the Ghetto

government in Russia.The Eldridge Street Shul

replica of your own synagogue, you don’t

was “Judenrein.” To celebrate the occasion,

was built in 1886. It was the first Orthodox

need to wait until it becomes a part of history.

SS commander Jergen Stroop ordered the

Synagogue to be built on the Lower East Side

Just give them a call.

destruction of the Great Warsaw Synagogue

(earlier shuls had merely been converted from

on Tlomackie Street, at 8 p.m. The Germans

preexisting structures).

blew up the synagogue, and demolished all
other Warsaw synagogues except for one,
which they turned into a stable.
For those interested in American Jewish
history, a replica of the famous Touro
Synagogue of Newport, Rhode Island is
available. The shul was dedicated in 1763, and
is the oldest standing Synagogue still in use

Looking at his model of the Great Synagogue
of Florence, Italy, you can almost picture
yourself standing in front of it, gazing up in
rapture at the great dome. Its first stone, laid in
1874, was brought all the way from Jerusalem.

in the United States. In 1946, it was declared
a National Historic Site. Central Synagogue,
located on the corner of Lexington and

The oldest known ‘Synagogue’ in the world

You can also visit www.synagoguerep

55th in Manhattan, is both a National and a

is the Temple of Jerusalem. Looking at the

licas.com, where a detailed history of

New York City landmark. It was designed by

bottom layer of stones at the Western Wall,

the synagogues is available online; or

Henry Fembauch, who is often cited as the

which was only part of the outer wall of the

visit the Jewish Expressions website at

first Jewish architect in America. Much of the

Second Temple, shocks and jolts the senses.

www.jewishexpressions.com.

architectural design is based on the Moorish

Just thinking how awesome the original

style of the Dohany Street Synagogue in

structure must have been gave Masel the idea

Budapest (a replica of which is also available).

to make a model of it.
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Some of the other U.S. Synagogue models
offered are the Rodeph Shalom Congregation

The history of the Temple is fascinating. It

in Philadelphia, and Beth Elokim in Charleston,

was dedicated in about 350 B.C.E. by Jews

South Carolina.

who had returned from the Babylonian exile.
In 19 B.C.E. Herod commenced an enormous
enterprise: the reconstruction of the entire
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Temple, then four centuries old! But peace
did not reign in Israel. On the 9th of Av in the
year 70 C.E., the Second Temple was burnt
and sacked by the Romans. Aside from the

Synagogue Replicas
Tzedakah Boxes

By Jewish Expressions
www.synagoguereplicas.com

Contact us at 1-800-441-8208
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opening the gates of learning for

every jewish
woman

by Jennifer Rubenstein
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Outside the classroom, She’arim students participate in a
wide variety of field trips, cultural activities and Shabbatonim
throughout the year to enhance their Israel experience.

W

Because of the school’s strong focus on strengthening

Many women were beginning to feel the need to go away for

government and the Jewish Agency. Those who qualify for

a week, a month or even a year, to concentrate on their own

MASA are awarded a grant which covers a large portion of

Jewish learning. She envisioned a place where women who

tuition and living expenses. MASA is particularly helpful to the

left the comforts of home for Israel would feel they were part of

many post-college, independent She’arim students who have

a family — a nurturing environment where they could explore

courageously taken time out from their professional lives to

their Jewish heritage within a holistic framework.

study in Israel. Many women who are unable to spend a long

hen Rebbetzin Holly Pavlov opened She’arim College

personal Jewish identity and leadership, the school was

of Jewish Studies for Women in Jerusalem in 1995, she

recently accepted as a participating program of the MASA

had a vision of a new brand of women’s learning.

project - a new scholarship initiative sponsored by the Israeli

time away from their home or job come for a week or a month
So Pavlov turned her living room into a Beit Midrash, and her
mission to provide education that would foster intellectual and
spiritual growth took flight.
Eleven years later, more than 1,500 women have benefited
from that vision. The school, which is situated in the Har Nof
neighborhood of Jerusalem, is small by design, and strives
to meet the contemporary challenges of the Anglo-Jewish
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community. Women come to She’arim from all different types
of backgrounds and can design their Torah-learning program
based on their individual needs.
“We want to empower Jewish women to become leaders in
education, community and family life by training them to act
as resource persons and mentors,” Pavlov said. “We want them
to gain the life and practical skills they need in order to balance
their professional self and their observant Jewish self.”

at any point during the year.
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As the school continues to flourish, new programs are constantly
being created to meet the needs of its students. The Young
Leaders Fellowship, launched in September 2004, is a unique
initiative in which a select group of students, in addition to
learning, hone their leadership skills.

Stacey Presley, a 29-year-old lawyer from Houston, Texas,
has been married for one year. She said she chose She’arim

Leadership fellows experience firsthand the power of

because she was impressed with the amount of married

community service by attending weekly leadership classes

women who were at the school.

and working on meaningful projects. The program teaches
participants how to interact with diverse groups of people

“At Shearim, you are not just being lectured to,” she said. “You

in Israel, while learning about the structures of the Jewish

are more involved in the learning because everyone who is

communities in the Diaspora. Fellows also receive assignments

here is here to learn.”

such as organizing community activities and participating in
workshops to develop their skills in interpersonal relationships,

Another innovative addition to the curriculum initiated last

group dynamics, personal accountability and fundraising.

year is a program geared toward Sefardim. Natalie Menaged,
originally from Jacksonville, Florida, is a former student who

Pavlov says that no matter where her students end up in the

now does recruiting for She’arim.

world, the leadership skills they develop are crucial to the
greater good of the Jewish people.

“I grew up Ashkenazi and when I married my Sephardic husband
I inherited a world of customs and halacha about which I knew
very little,” she said. “The Sephardic Heritage program seeks

“There are so many women
who are coming back to
Judaism who feel like it is too
late for them to learn because
the resources are just not
available,” she said. “Here I
feel like I am getting a chance
to learn what I didn’t learn in
college. I am getting a PhD
in Jewish life.”

to provide students with a sense of their heritage and customs
while they simultaneously participate in She’arim’s regular Beit
Midrash program. As far as I know, it is the only course of its kind
in Jerusalem.”
Another unique aspect of She’arim is that, in addition to its
students coming from diverse backgrounds, observances and
cultures, they come from a spectrum of life stages. Rachel
Esther Hirschmann is 46 years old and only began her Jewish
journey four years ago. She said that she feels that Jewish
outreach tends to cater to people in college or in their early
20s and 30s.
“There are so many women who are coming back to Judaism
resources are just not available,” she said. “Here I feel like I am

know that the burden of the Jewish people rests on them,” she

getting a chance to learn what I didn’t learn in college. I am

said. “No matter where these women end up living, we want

getting a PhD in Jewish life.”

them to set the tone for Jewish leadership.”
The school also uses its unique individualized approach to
accommodate young married women. Weekly shalom bayis
(“peaceful homes”) classes are part of the curriculum for the
married students, and there are monthly learning programs in
which husbands are invited to participate.

Jennifer Rubenstein is an award-winning freelance writer based in
New York and currently living in Jerusalem. She has written for the
Jerusalem Post and the Sun-Sentinel in Fort Lauderdale and was a
staff writer for the South Florida Jewish Journal.
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who feel like it is too late for them to learn because the
“It is about taking responsibility, to make things happen and to
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passover

planning

by Doron Kornbluth

THINK AHEAD!
PROVIDE YOUR CHILDREN WITH THE SEDER EXPERIENCE YOU
WANT THEM TO HAVE

F

or kids, Passover is one of the highlights of the Jewish year. For
parents, it is one of the greatest opportunities of the year. It is such
a busy time – cleaning the house, cooking the food, preparing for

guests, reading up about the holiday, etc. It can also be an extremely
emotional time, with family feelings rising to the fore, and a spiritual
time, with the themes of freedom and redemption entering our daily
lives.
How can we take advantage of this incredible opportunity to create
lasting Jewish memories for our children?
I have divided my suggestions and ideas into three areas: goals, attitudes,
and activities:

GOALS
As adults, our goals may include learning something new, continuing

important part of the Jewish people and (c) to reinforce favorite family

family traditions, connecting more deeply to Jewish meaning, or, for

traditions that make the Seder memorable for everyone.
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many, simply surviving! Aside from these, what is your ‘Jewish parenting’
goal for the Passover Seders? What do you want your children to gain?

I encourage you to make your own short list of goals, borrowing (or
not) from mine.The important thing is to plan realistic goals in advance

The way I see it, the primary goals for our younger children are (a) to

so you can manage the Seder confidently and with focus.

give them an exciting and fun Jewish experience, (b) to teach them the
basics of the Pesach story, and (c) to develop their appreciation of the

ATTITUDES

value of freedom.

Think about the time leading up to Passover last year. What attitude
towards the upcoming holiday do you think your children saw in

For older kids, our primary goals are (a) to include them in meaningful

you? Kids may or may not absorb the things we tell them, but they

discussions they can relate to, (b) to give them the feeling of being an

always sense our attitudes. Whether Passover will seem to your kids

as a highlight of the year to look forward to
or another Jewish ritual they have to uphold
will depend on the attitudes they see in you.
Make sure your children pick up messages
of excitement, anticipation and Jewish pride
rather than harried obligation, stress and
anxiety. While it is important that the Passover
cleaning is done properly, it is also important
that the pre-holiday feeling in your home is
one your children will want one day for their
own homes. When things get hectic in the
pre-Passover rush, it is important that children
don’t get yelled at (“Get back here with that
bagel!”).
How to best clean the house and get all the
cooking done on time? The subject is beyond
the scope of this article (and beyond most
mere mortals), but avoiding the temptation
to procrastinate can keep the stress down
(so can a glass of wine or two, by the way).
Also watch out for other causes of stress
at holiday times such as high expectations,
new clothes the kids have to keep clean and
the recurring “challenges” visiting in-laws
thoughtfully provide for the benefit of our
personal growth.
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During the year, Jewish life is often about
community obligations. But not on Passover.
This is the night that G-d Himself took us out
of slavery and professed his love for us. This is
a night we are all kings - a night of hope and
redemption, a night of appreciation and trust.
If you can project these attitudes (even a little
bit!), they will filter through to your children.

ACTIVITIES
The enemy of Passover is Passivity. The Rabbis
who compiled the Haggadah purposely got
the children involved, and so should we.
Instead of one person reading the Haggadah
while everyone else sits silently the entire
evening, everyone should
participate and enjoy.
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making sacrifices, terrorism in Israel and

Whether Passover will seem to your kids as a highlight of the year to
look forward to or another Jewish ritual they have to uphold will
depend on the attitudes they see in you.

HOW CAN WE DO THIS?
Ask lots of questions (and give prizes or treats
as incentives). Examples are: How is this night
different from other nights? Why are things
different? Why do we eat only Matzah? What
is freedom? Why do we eat Maror, the bitter
herbs? Why do we dip our foods twice? Why
do we lean? Let your children know there
are answers to these questions and that your
traditions are meaningful. If you don’t know
the answers to questions like these, take the
opportunity this year to read up. There are
some great Haggadahs we recommend on
page 32 and there are countless others as
well. There are likely classes you can attend in
your area and, of course, there is always the
internet. [Ed. Our favorite for Passover is the
Holidays section of Aish.com.]

FUN IDEAS FOR THE SEDER

carrying a staff). Some kind of dialogue

One of the main things we should think

occurs (‘Where are you coming from?’

about is to how to make the Seder fun for

‘Egypt!’ ‘Where are you going?’ ‘To the

the kids. Here are a few ideas. Please send

Land of Israel!’)

me yours at info@doronkornbluth.com.
• Have an ongoing quiz, with prizes for
• Tell parts of the story with mistakes

right answers.

(The King of Egypt was called “Philip”)
and have the kids listen carefully and
correct them.

• Hand out prizes or treats to people
who ask or answer good questions or
who find references to freedom in the

• Prepare props for the plagues (plastic

Haggadah (based on Shimon Apisdorf’s

baseballs for hail, toy grasshoppers for

Passover Survival Kit). Ahead of time, ask

locusts, sunglasses for darkness, etc).

the older kids to prepare mock news
reports that they can give a few times

• During Had Gadya, have someone [or

throughout the night about the ‘latest

everyone!] do the animal effects – the

happenings’ in the leaving of Egypt.

children will love it
With a little planning, the Passover

Even more important than asking your kids
questions is encouraging and rewarding them
when they ask good questions. That’s what
the Ma Nishtana is all about (see article on
page 14).
Educator

Rebecca

Rubinstein

suggests

complete the following sentence without
too much thinking: “Freedom is....” Many kids
will answer typically: “Not having to go to
Spring 2006 | www.ajspirit.com

Seders can be the highlight of the Jewish

to pretend the phone is ringing

year. Keep in mind that the main Jewish

and Pharaoh is calling. Conduct a

aim is to get the children involved in

conversation or have the children do so.

the Seder, asking questions and having
fun. And don’t forget that if you are

going around the table and having everyone

school!” “Doing whatever I want!” “Staying up
late.” This is a good way to get to know your
children, and get them to think about what
freedom really is – the ability to do what we
really want to do, what’s deeply important to
us.

• Use a banana (or something similar)
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DEVELOP FAMILY PASSOVER
TRADITIONS

relaxed, positive and happy, the kids will
internalize those feelings as well.

History and tradition have deep holds on
the human psyche. Keep the traditions you

Wishing you a Happy Passover!

have and perhaps create new ones with the

Doron Kornbluth

participation of your children.
Rabbi Doron Kornbluth is a renowned

• Ask the Four Questions in as many

international speaker, and author of

languages as you can put together at the

Why Marry Jewish? Surprising Reasons

table

for Jews to Marry Jews. He is a regular
contributor to these pages.

• A Sefardi tradition has someone dressing
up as Elijah the prophet (fake white
beard, long robe, wearing a kippah and

INTRODUCING TORAH TRIVIA CARDS
FOR JEWISH GIRLS AND WOMEN OF ALL AGES!

ORDER YOUR OWN SET TODAY
AND A GIFT FOR A FRIEND!

Torah Women Trivia cards are fun educational
cards for girls everywhere to learn more about
great women from the Torah! 52 great cards for:
• Teachers, Parents, Grandparents, Friends
• Familys, Birthdays, Bat mitzvah gifts
And so much more

TORAH
WOMEN Sarah
TRIVIA

and wife of
1. Was a niece
Abraham?
for more
2. Was married
s?
ar
ye
0
than 10
? What
90
at
n
so
a
d
3. Ha
e?
m
was his na
by Egypt’s
4. Was captured
ng
Pharaoh and Ki
Avimelech?

Play in the car or plane or at home or school with as many girls
who want to get together and learn about role models from their
family tree! Questions range from easy to medium to thought
provoking discussions.
Email rmeyerson@ajspirit.com
today for just $24.95 plus shipping and handling
or call 1-800-289-3732
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One of the educational objectives of the
Seder is to prompt curiosity and inquiry from
children at the table. The illustrations speak

haggadah revi e w s :

to children very effectively and help them

three of
the best
by Aryeh Marcus

T

here is no Jewish book with nearly

Says Rabbi Twerski, “the ultimate freedom is

as many different editions as the

the ability to live constructively and happily.”

Haggadah. Here are three of them

In this Haggadah, he takes each of us from

from Mesorah Publications (out of more than

the bondage of our personal “Egypts” to the

thirty!) we thought you might like best.

promised land of self-fulfillment and joy in

connect with the discussions taking place.
If their young Jewish minds internalize the
imagery, significance, and values transmitted
through this Haggadah, their education is off
to a great start. With over 70,000 sold since
2000, this may be the most popular of all
children’s Haggadahs.

The Schottenstein
Edition Interlinear
Haggadah, with
an interlinear
translation,
instructions, and
comments. Edited
by Rabbi Menachem
Davis.
(Paperback: $4.49)

achieving our personal best.

From Bondage to
Freedom. By Rabbi
Abraham Twerski,
M.D.
(Hardcover: $18.89,
Paperback: $15.29)
The

name

The popularity of interlinear translations has

The ArtScroll
Children’s
Haggadah. By
Shmuel Blitz;
illustrated by Tova
Katz; introduction
by Rabbi Nosson
Scherman.
(Hardback: $15.29
Paperback: $9.89)

Twerski

is associated with a
dynasty of brilliant thinkers and great achievers.
Rabbi Dr. Abraham Twerski, an internationally
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known psychiatrist and lecturer, is one of our

increased significantly in the last six years,
particularly since ArtScroll produced its
first interlinear volume of Tehilim (Psalms),
followed by a siddur for daily and Shabbat use,
a Rosh Hashanah and a Yom Kippur machzor,
and last year’s release of the Interlinear
Haggadah. This is the perfect Haggadah for
someone who reads Hebrew but doesn’t fully
understand the meaning of the words. As the
cover illustrates, the English text flows easily
just below each line of Hebrew, so it is not

generation’s most eminent interpreters of the

This Haggadah makes you happy just looking

necessary to move back and forth between

Torah’s teachings regarding self-control and

at it. The Artscroll Children’s Haggadah

the pages. The font sizes for the English and

self-improvement. In this fresh look at the

is a joy to behold, for young readers and

Hebrew texts are comfortable on the eyes.

deliverance of the Jews from bondage, he

adults alike. With a parallel Hebrew-English

This Haggadah contains a concise summary of

draws on his experience treating addictions to

text, most pages are supplemented by

the essential preparations for Passover.

unearth profound insights into the liberation

information-rich sidebars containing “Did

of the human soul. This Haggadah addresses

You Know?” and “A Closer Look” facts and

all those who suffer from “slaveries” such

discussion starters. These enable children to

as an oppressive environment or obsessive

contribute meaningful comments as the Seder

behaviors.

progresses.
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everything for the Seder
• INSIGHTS TO EVERY STEP OF THE SEDER:
• KOSHER WINE REVIEW,
• THE SYMBOLS OF CHAMETZ AND MATZAH,
• EXPANDED PASSOVER FOOD SECTION,
• WHY WE STEAL THE AFIKOMEN

33

Insights to the Seder are excerpted or based on the
writings of Shimon Apisdorf - from Passover in a
Nutshell and The Survival Kit Family Haggadah,
available at www.leviathanpress.com.

Seder photos in this section by Tevis Photo
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the

seder

Kadesh - A special blessing is recited over a glass of wine or

Matzah - Everyone fulfills the Mitzva to eat a piece of matzah

grape juice. This blessing speaks of the treasured role that all

on the night of Passover.

holidays play in Jewish life and makes particular reference to
Passover.

Marror - A blessing is recited and the bitter herbs are eaten.

Urchatz - Prior to eating the karpas (vegetable), everyone at

Korech - Having just eaten matzah and bitter herbs separately,

the seder washes his or her hands in the prescribed manner.

they are now eaten together as a sandwich.

Karpas - A small piece of vegetable is dipped in salt water and

Shulchan Orech - Finally! The festive Passover meal is enjoyed

eaten.

by all.

Yachatz - The person leading the Seder takes the middle of the

Tzafun - The afikomen, which had been hidden earlier, is

three matzahs and breaks it in half. The larger half becomes

returned and eaten, remembering the Paschal lamb that was

the afikomen and the smaller half is returned to its place.

eaten at the end of the meal.

Maggid - This is the reading, and discussion of the Haggadah

Barech - These blessings (“bentching”) are said at the

text. At least half of the Seder is devoted to discussing the

conclusion of every meal. At the Seder, they contain special

Exodus from Egypt.

references to Passover.

Rachtzah - Everyone washes their hands before eating the

Hallel - The songs of praise authored by King David are

matzah and beginning the meal. A blessing is recited by each

recited.

individual after washing his or her hands.
Nirtzah - A short prayer is recited expressing the hope that
Motzi - The blessing recited before eating matzah.

our family’s Seder has made God proud. The prayer captures
our hopes for a brighter future in the words, “Next year in
Jerusalem.
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KADESH

K

iddush is the

with feelings, mitzvot (commandments),

first of the

customs, and ideas, all of which point the

four

cups

way to freedom. This very act of separation

of wine we drink

begins to move us towards a deeper

at the seder. Each person’s cup should be

awareness of ourselves and what it will take

poured by someone else and preferably to

to achieve the prized freedom of Passover.

the top. This is how it’s done for royalty, and

From within the sacred realm of the seder,

tonight we are all members of a royal family.

we look back and imagine a life empowered

The words kadesh and kiddush are derived

by our noblest inclinations and vivified by a

from the word kadosh. Though commonly

commitment to making the world the kind

translated as “holy” or “sanctified,” kadosh

of place Judaism believes it can be.

actually means “separate” or “distinct.”

To help make your drinking comfortable and
pleasant and not a distraction, we offer a
review of some of our favorite and easiestto-drink wines your family and guests are sure
to love.

Kadesh summons us to step into the
distinctive world of Passover – a world filled

ajs | holidays

Choose the

Perfect

SederWine
Kosher Wine Expert - Moshe Yudkowsky

Passover is coming,

many people adhere to the custom of

and it’s time to think

drinking red wines during the Passover

about the traditional

Seder in remembrance of the first of the

four cups of wine during

ten plagues. This article will suggest both

this

red and white wines, but your family

poses no problem for a lucky

the

Seder.

Though

or your guests may prefer red wines to

few, how can the rest of us read

uphold this tradition. And another thing:

the Haggadah, enjoy the evening with

I highly recommend some of these wines

family and friends and get through the

and when I do I’ll say so. Other wines

Seder with all that wine in our systems?

appear on the list because they’re
commonly available and many people

If you choose a wine that is heavy on

enjoy them; I will say no more.

the tongue, sweet, and high in alcohol
content, you can expect to become

RED, LIGHT AND SWEET

a bit dizzy and perhaps even a bit

My top suggestion for a light, sweet

tipsy. That’s hardly the proper way to

red wine is Ohra, an Israeli wine from a

approach the Seder.

company called Kinneret (though the

With a little planning, the Passover Seder

around Jerusalem). A light, sweet, high-

can be much more enjoyable. The trick

quality wine is actually pretty rare, but

is to choose good wines that aren’t

Ohra seems to have managed to create

too sweet and cloying, that are low in

one that actually tastes like it was made

alcohol, and that are “light bodied” as

from grapes. The alcohol content is a

we say in the wine business – not too

very low 3.5%, it’s not at all heavy, and

thick and syrupy.

while it’s sweet it’s not excessively so. I
was delighted to find this wine before

First, a note on the color of wine. Some

Passover and I’m stocking up on it for

of the lighter, sweeter wines are white

my Seder.

wines. While white wines might be good
for your palate (not to mention your
tablecloth - and kittel if you wear one),
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grapes themselves come from vineyards

all, the horseradish for Maror is challenging enough -- the Seder

Muscat grapes can produce
excellent sweet wines – but be
careful to check the alcohol
content. Some Muscat wines
contain as much alcohol as
dry wines.

isn’t the time for wine experiments!
Aside from the white wines I’ve already mentioned, there’s
another popular white wine to consider: Muscato wines, often
called Moscato d’Asti. Here’s a little secret: the red Muscat
wines and the white Moscato wines are made from the same
grape! (Wines get their red color when the grape skins are left
in the wine after they’ve been pressed.) Moscato is the Italian
name for the Muscat grape, and Asti is the town in Italy that’s

Malvasia is a grape grown around the world that is used to

famous for these wines. Moscato certainly seems to be the

create sweet wines.

most popular white wine in the kosher community.
Malvasia wines are low in alcohol

Moscatos are sparkling wines

(Bartenura Malvasia, for example,

that are both sweet and low

is about 5.5% alcohol). It’s light,

in alcohol, usually 5.5%. In the

it’s sweet, and all the kosher ones

past few years quite a few

I have seen are orange-red. Don’t

new varieties of Moscato

purchase bottles older than the

have come to wine stores,

2003 vintage - Malvasia wines are

and of the Moscatos I’ve tried, I recommend the ones by

meant to be enjoyed soon after they are bottled.

Villa Santero and Borgo Regalle. The most widely available
version is the very popular Bartenura Moscato d’Asti. Israeli

Muscat grapes can produce excellent sweet wines. But be

vineyards also produce Moscatos, and although I haven’t had

careful to check the alcohol content. Some Muscat wines

the pleasure of sampling them yet, I’m looking forward to the

contain as much alcohol as dry wines - 12% or so - and some

experience.

are fortified with brandy! Zakon Muscatini is available in both
red and white and contains just 5.5% alcohol.
Many people find the widely-available Rashi Light wines
enjoyable. Rashi Light wines come in red and white Concord
and are 6% alcohol.

BLUSH, WHITE AND SEMI-DRY
Close to red in color are the “blush” wines, such as the
Zinfandels, which are often called “white” even when they’re

Of the Moscatos I’ve tried,
I recommend the ones by Villa
Santero and Borgo Regalle,
but the most widely available
version is the very popular
Bartenura Moscato d’Asti.

rose-colored. Zinfandels tend to be light in alcohol, but most
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are either dry or semi-dry, not sweet wines.
If you’re willing to be adventurous,
try a wine that’s recognized as one
of the best of its type in the United
States: Weinstock White Zinfandel.

SPARKLING WINES
And as long as I’m on the topic of sparkling wines, some of
them can be quite appropriate for the Passover Seder. Many
people enjoy the Rashi Joyvin wines, which have a bit of
sparkle and are low in alcohol.

It’s semi-dry, very inexpensive, and
an excellent choice if you want a
light wine that isn’t very sweet. But if you’re not used to semidry wines or Zinfandels, buy a bottle and try it in advance. After
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The better sparkling wines and champagnes are rarely sweet
and rarely red.
The ones marked “brut” are very dry, while others are generally
at most semi-sweet. The widely-available Asti Spumante wines
(“Spumante” is Italian for “sparkling”) are low in alcohol -- for

And please remember: don’t worry about spending too little

example, Villa Santero Asti Spumante is 7.5%, while Rashi Asti

on wine. If you find an inexpensive wine that you enjoy, you’ve

and Bartenura are both at 7% -- but these Astis tend to be

made a wonderful discovery: something special you can

semi-sweet instead of sweet. Villa Santero makes a rarity:

enjoy time and again.

a red, sweet, sparkling wine that’s only 6.5% alcohol called
Rosso Spumante. Unfortunately the wine has become rather

Have a Happy and Kosher Passover!

scarce in my part of the United States, so if you find a bottle, I

Is the Seder wine really that important? On Succot I carefully
choose a fine etrog -- even though I won’t eat it -- because I
have an obligation to fulfill. When I sit down at the Seder table
to celebrate the exodus from Egypt, I have a similar obligation:

DRY WINES
If you’re interested in dry wines for the Seder, there are
many wonderful wines to choose from. The same rules
apply: choose a lighter wine for the first two cups. I

to do my best to make the meal a festive one. Therefore I

recommend a Beaujolais (such as Abarbanel’s Beaujolais

carefully choose wine that will enhance my enjoyment of the

Village) which are light, not very dry, and are usually quite

evening. But at the same time I must choose wine that will
leave me clear-headed for the important task of participating

fruity. Galil Yiron is a wonderful yet relatively inexpensive

with my family and my guests as we recite the Haggadah at

red wine, a good choice for the third cup; Bartenura’s

the Seder table.

Prosseco sparkling white wine is an excellent choice for a
final festive cup.

Moshe Yudkowsky is editor of KosherWineReview.com, a website
dedicated to independent reviews of kosher wine. He holds a
Ph.D. in physics, consults in speech technology, and is the author
of “The Pebble and the Avalanche: How Taking Things Apart
Creates Revolutions,” a book about revolutionary innovations in
business and technology. And he prefers dry wines...
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recommend you purchase it immediately!
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T

hroughout the year, it is the practice

Jerusalem, with the Temple at its heart, is where we develop our most

to wash one’s hands only before eating

intimate relationship with our Creator. From there we are stirred to

bread or matzah, but two millennia ago

translate the energy of that relationship into a passionate pursuit of our

when the Temple stood in Jerusalem, Jews also

own personal fulfillment and of our destiny as a people. The dream of

washed before eating other types of foods. The washing before the

Jerusalem—the dream of humankind achieving a state where it is both

karpas is reminiscent of life in an altogether different time and place.

human and kind—is the dream of every Jewish soul.

URCHATZ

After having entered the dimension of Passover by way of the kiddush,
urchatz now tells us to stop and focus on another era - on the ancient

Right from the start, urchatz tells us to lift our eyes and gaze at a vision

city of Jerusalem - and on the glorious freedom it represents.

of our deepest dreams, because a freedom that settles for less is no
freedom at all.

KARPAS

T

he Hebrew

words - words of kindness and concern,

w o r d

words of empathy and understanding,

karpas is

words that can lift an impoverished soul

constructed

of

and provide a means of support where

four letters: kaf, reish, peh, and samech.

nothing else will do.

These four letters are also four words,
and when taken together they steer our

The karpas is dipped in saltwater before

mind’s eye towards an essential aspect

it is eaten. The saltwater is meant to

of giving.

recall the bitter tears shed in Egypt. But
there is more.The Jewish people, though

The word kaf means “palm of the hand”

awash in the tears of bondage, were able

and the word reish means “a poor

to preserve their ability to give. Rather

person,” representing a hand that is

then succumb to the morass of self-pity,

opened to someone in need. The letter

they were able to maintain their dignity

peh means “mouth,” while the final letter,

by maintaining their beauty—the beauty

samech means “to support.” Besides

born of giving.

giving resources, we give with our

its function despite the loss. Most of us imagine that if certain things

do we do this? The traditional explanation

would go wrong or if certain losses would be suffered, we would not

is that it is a symbol of poverty – a poor

be able to manage, much less succeed. Ultimately, this is a dependency

man who has a whole piece of bread or matzah

that undermines our freedom. To be truly free, we must believe that we

will not have the luxury of eating the whole thing. He will have to break

control our state of mind no matter what happens. Even after the loss

off a small piece for now and save the rest for later. This act is how we

of most of what we have (God forbid), symbolized by putting away the

connect to the conditions of slavery experienced by our ancestors.

larger piece of matzah, we will go on and we will thrive.

YACHATZ
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T

he middle matzah is broken in two. Why

There is an additional meaning as well. Though
the larger piece gets hidden away, the smaller
piece returns to its place and continues to fulfill

38

We will now take the opportunity to look more deeply into the symbolism of
chametz and matzah in the next article by Shimon Apisdorf.
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chametz, matzah and

idealism
by simon apisdorf

O

ne day I walked into the high
school classroom where I teach and
was nearly tackled by a wide-eyed

teenager supercharged with excitement. She
could barely contain herself: “Rabbi Apisdorf,
Rabbi Apisdorf,” she screeched, pleaded, and
politely demanded, “I have to show you
something!” Before I could even blink - much
less respond - a newsletter from Amnesty
International had been thrust to within an
inch of my eyeglasses.
April is a bright, energetic girl who is out to
do no less than change the world. She is an
adolescent mix of Mother Teresa and a rock-nroll icon gyrating to benefit the latest victims
of flooding in Bangladesh. And she means it.
A few weeks after my encounter with April’s
membership in Amnesty International, I was
carrying member of Green Peace. Before
long she would be directing the school’s
Thanksgiving food drive, educating all who
would listen about the plight of third-world
babies, championing the cause of America’s
homeless, praying for an endangered species
of rhinoceros, and graciously soliciting my
sponsorship of bowling for AIDS. At 10 cents a
pin, I had no choice.

39
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duly informed that she was now a card-

RECALLING THE DREAM

What about you? Do you
remember what it was like to
be idealistic? Do you recall how
palpable and vigorous your
convictions were?

What about you? Do you remember what it was like to be idealistic?
Do you recall how palpable and vigorous your convictions were? How
doubtless your belief that if people would just sit down and talk with
one another, reason with one another -- love one another -- that they
would learn to transcend every artificially imposed barrier and find
solutions to humankind’s most daunting problems -- war and starvation,
pollution and oppression, and all the other plagues of mankind.
Now ask yourself this: Was that really you? Or was that just a naive and

As time passed, her infectious zeal began to stir some long dormant
feelings -- memories of what it felt like to believe that the world truly
could, in fact would, be a better place one day. As the school year drew
to a close, I was almost convinced that once we unleashed April and
her like-minded comrades on the world, by September we would surely
return to a future in which universal peace and harmony were close at
hand.

unseasoned version of your present grown-up self? Was there anything
to that idealism, or was it just the immature folly and patently unrealistic
dream stuff of youth?
Have you ever felt more free than when you were attuned to that part
of you which said, “Somehow, someway, I know we can change this
world.” Deep down we all know that those rumblings, those dreams,
that enthusiastically fresh idealism, stemmed from a very real part of
who we are. Because deep within our souls, we are all idealists.

40

When pondering the creation of Adam, the Talmud asks the question:
“Why was the first human created alone?” To which it replies, “So that
each person should say: The world was created just for me.”
Far from justifying any and every abuse (“Hey, if it was created for me I
can do whatever I want with it!”), this supremely Jewish idea says: It is
your world and you are responsible for it. There is a voice, a subtle yet
persistent voice, which tells us all that we are here for a reason. It tells
us that we can, and must, make a difference.
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Because when we surrender
our souls to the comforts of
convention, small cracks begin
to appear in our hearts’ resolve.

SCRUBBING THE FLOORS OF FREEDOM
A funny thing happens on the way to Utopia. We grow up. We mature
and learn that there is a real world out there; that you’ve got to be
realistic, practical, and pragmatic about life. That little has changed over
the millennia and that it’s time you assumed some adult responsibilities.
That the best you can hope for is to have a secure career, raise a nice
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rise. Time to expand to the point where its
potential to be matzah has become totally
lost.

family, perhaps make a contribution to your

And this is what cleaning for Passover is all

community, and then join your friends at the

about.

club on Sunday.
As Passover approaches, we rid our homes
You see, as we abandon our dreams, we

of the dough that became bread -- in favor of

abandon ourselves. In the process we consign

the dough that becomes matzah. But beyond

our freedom to the trust of societal norms and

seeking out the crumbs in our homes, we are

thus we become enslaved. Slowly, without even

told to take a searing look within ourselves.

noticing, we give up. We shelve our idealism

To see if we can’t root out those insidious

and with it the hope of an empowered life of

additives which have filled the cracks in our

self-leadership. A life lived to its fullest.

souls, and commandeered the passion of
our lives. When we divest ourselves of this

This is not to suggest a rejection of everything

presence - if only for a week - then what we

that the present “establishment” stands for.

rediscover is our basic selves. Our optimism,

Rather, it is a plea for integration. For finding

our idealism and our freedom.

a way to reinstate confidence in our human
potential - indeed, in the framework of the real
world. Because when we surrender our souls
to the comforts of convention, small cracks
begin to appear in our hearts’ resolve. With

This article originally appeared in The
Passover Survival Kit, published by
Leviathan Press – www.leviathanpress.org.

time, these cracks become gaping fissures of
emptiness. An emptiness which begs to be
filled.
And this filler has a name. We call it chametz.
Chametz is a great generic monster which
grafts itself onto our being, insinuates itself
into our consciousness, and becomes the focus
of our thoughts, desires, and life’s activities.
When we give up on idealism for the sake
of monetary gain, we acquire chametz. When
we squelch our search for achievements of
enduring value and opt for the vicarious
pleasure of watching others pursue victory,
less and lose sight of what really matters, this
too is chametz.
Matzah isn’t chametz. In essence, bread
comes from the same simple mixture of
flour and water which matzah comes from.
Only bread contains extra additives for taste
and appearance, and is also afforded time to
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we acquire chametz. Whenever we settle for
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MAH NISHTANA —
WHY IS THIS NIGHT
DIFFERENT?

There is so much darkness in life. Dark

shofar only during the day. On Sukkot we sit

cavernous voids that gnaw away at us.

in a Sukkah during the day or night. Only on

Darkness that clouds our vision of one another

Passover do so many mitzvot apply only at

The Mah-Nishtana can

and mars our ability to touch, to communicate,

night. Why is this night different? Why is this

actually be read in various ways. One can

and to love. Darkness that pits us one against

the only night of the year so brimming with

read it as four questions, as five questions, as

the other. Brother against brother, man against

mitzvot? Because on the night of Passover we

one question with four examples or as one

wife, nation against nation. And, in the dark of

not only commemorate the moment of our

question with four answers. (Ask the people

night, the Jewish nation was born. Surrounded

birth, but we express the very meaning of our

at your Seder how many questions they see

by darkness while guided by the luminous

existence as a people. Our sages tell us, “For

contained in the Mah-nishtana.)

rays of freedom.

the mitzvah is like a candle and the Torah a

MAGGID

light.”
The purpose of Jewish existence is to be a
source of light where otherwise darkness
would hold sway. No matter how dark the
world around us seems to grow, no matter
how dim humankind’s future may seem — the
Jewish nation never gives up. Deep inside we
all know that things can be different. Deep
inside we feel the call to cast a light on a
darkened life, or to illuminate a clouded
corner of the globe.
At the foot of the Rockies or the Alps, the
night’s cool darkness would tell us, “There’s
nothing here.”“Not so,” says the light.“There is
more than you can ever imagine.”
Mah-Nishtana - why is this night different?
Because dark as our lives may seem, lost
though the world may have become, we still
believe in the power of light.To illuminate our
lives and our potential. To be a radiant force
for all mankind. This is our message, and our
Spring 2006 | www.ajspirit.com

goal.We will not rest until the dark night again
shines like the day.

Regardless of how one understands it, the

Why is this night different? Because on this

Mah-Nishtana is clearly calling our attention

night we experienced our freedom.Why is this

to a unique night - a night-time, a period of

night different? Because only on this holiday

darkness, unlike any other. And so we ask, why

do all the special observances, mitzvot, apply

is this night different?

only at night. On Rosh Hashanah we blow the

42
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T

wo

MOTZI

blessings

are said before
we fulfill our

annual mitzva of eating
matzah on Passover. The first is “Motzi” – the
standard blessing of “HaMotzi Lechem Min
HaAretz” that we always recite before eating
bread or matzah. The second blessing is said
in recognition of the opportunity mitzvot
provide us to bring the sacred into our lives,
and is represented by the next item on the list
– “Matzah.”

M

atzah is the

MATZAH

soul.

When

pared of our

external trappings and
physical interests, you will find that something
yet remains of the human being - the longing
of the soul, the essential nucleus of self.
Likewise a loaf of bread, when denied all its
additives - of sugar and salt, of poppy seeds or
James put it, “The greatest discovery of my

still remains. Stripped-down bread is matzah,

generation is that a human being can alter his

and a stripped-down human being is a soul.

prisoners of our

life by altering his attitude.”
For an entire week we eat only matzah and

past, but it doesn’t
have to be that way.

Rachtzah is exactly what it appears to be. It

consider only our deepest aspirations and

Rachtzah is about our ability to make changes

is a washing away of those rusty attitudinal

loftiest dreams. Like an unwieldy corporate

in life. Probably nothing is more liberating

routines that threaten to lock our lives into

monster that has become diversified beyond

than knowing that just because things have

a holding pattern of mediocrity. The most

recognition, with matzah we now try to get

always been a certain way, that doesn’t mean

liberating thought is the recognition of the

back to the basics—to focus not only on

they always have to be that way. Judaism

possibility of liberation. To realize that one is

priorities but on the basic values and goals that

insists that we possess the ability to cleanse

capable of change, qualitatively alters the rules

define our priorities. Ultimately, to reconnect

ourselves of corrosive habits that stymie our

of the game. Where once the deck seemed to

with that inner force that once promised to

efforts for fulfilled living. If life is about growth

be stacked against you, the odds are now

animate our every move.

and growth means change, then freedom is not

clearly in your favor.

“… just another word for nothing left to lose.”
as Janis Joplin said, but rather “Freedom’s just
another word…” for change! Or, as William

43
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S

it

feels like we are

ometimes

RACHTZAH

raisins and even of time to rise - an essence
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M

arror

The alternative, the Jewish path to both

is

a

ice cream and spirituality, is to master

taste

our desires for the delicious. The bitter

of the future if

herb is a reminder of one of life’s

we let our physical side run amok. To

earliest learned truths: that for a cow,

demean the body and shun the world

a life guided by moment-to-moment

of physical pleasures is never the way

physical needs and urges is fine,

of Judaism. Rather, Judaism asserts what

perhaps even sweet, but for us—angels

all of us know. If you eat too much ice

that we are—this would one day leave

cream, you get sick; if you eat ice cream

us bitter. Remember this lesson and

too fast, you won’t taste it, and if you

you are halfway home to becoming an

eat ice cream too often, eventually

authentic connoisseur—of life.

MARROR

you will lose your taste for ice cream.
Eventually, everything in this world will
ultimately turn bitter if you always live
by your taste alone. A good time never
lasts.

KORECH

K

orech, the sandwich including both

when fused with a body becomes the crowning element of creation—a

matzah and marror, is the most precise

striving, struggling, growing, free-willed, creative human being. Those

picture of who we are. We are neither

who master the tensions of this duality, who can achieve a spiritually

the unencumbered soul of the Brahman nor the

driven synthesis, who are able to live like a soul while dressing like a

untamed body of a gluttonous boor. Rather, as two hydrogen atoms

body, are ready to move on to Shulchan Orech.

adhere to one of oxygen and form a new entity called water, so a soul

SHULCHAN
ORECH

S

hulchan Orech offers a grand view of life

freedom.Those who struggle with impatience lack the freedom to leave

that sees the world as an exquisitely set

the instant gratification pleasures behind and set sights on the greatest

table of delicious opportunities for growth,

pleasures on Earth – the ones we create through discipline, learning

a banquet without end. Know your essence,

and growing.
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beware the bitter herbs, harmonize the totality of your being in the
service of your greatest goals; then - and only then—will the delicacies

Now that we have arrived there after investing in our souls, we are

of living truly be open before you.

truly free to celebrate the joys of a well prepared meal with family and
friends.

The placement of Shulchan Orech only after all the “work” of the Seder
reminds us of the message of Shabbos. Jumping into a pleasure is easier

In the following pages, we are proud to offer you ideas and recipes for your

and feels great at the moment. But if you’ve ever set yourself a goal

Seder meal from kosher-cooking superstar, Susie Fishbein.

and thrown yourself into a long period of work before you achieved
success, you know that nothing compares to that pleasure. Why does it
take so long to get to the meal at the Seder? Even this is a message of

44
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For many of us, Passover is also a guest-intensive holiday. I remember
how much effort went into house preparations when I was a young
girl. These aunts and uncles were coming for the first days of Passover.
Those family friends with allergies were spending the last days with us.
We had to plan special lunches and snacks for outings with extended
family during the intermediate days. Sometimes the preparations were
so intense, I lost my sense of appreciation for the significance of all our
labors.
In more recent years, especially since the emergence of the Kosher by
Design series, I’ve adopted a more user-friendly approach to Passover.
My personal and family objective for Passover is simple: I just want
to have F.U.N. You might want to try it, too. F.U.N. is an acronym for
Festive, Uncomplicated, and Natural. Let me explain.

A FESTIVE PASSOVER
We have young children at home and we’re helping them cultivate
two positive attitudes toward Passover: anticipation and participation.
I believe the children’s role at the table is very important and so right

THE F.U.N. APPROACH
TO PASSOVER
BY

after Purim, I start guiding them in setting up their own individual
place settings. I get Passover placemats from my local Judaica store
and the kids enjoy coloring and decorating them. They also have great
little “plagues bags” containing items which represent each of the ten
plagues. If you don’t have a well-stocked Judaica store near you, you’ll
find great products and prices online.

SUSIE FISHBEIN, AUTHOR OF THE
KOSHER BY DESIGN SERIES OF
COOKBOOKS

Some years I’ve asked the kids to employ their coloring and stickering

WITH

be at the table. (ArtSuppliesOnline.com has a fabulous assortment

GAVRIEL ARYEH SANDERS

computer one year and augmented her custom pillows with individual

talents to create individualized name cards for family and guests. One
year we bought some inexpensive white pillowcases and we used
fabric pens to make a custom pillow cover for each person who would
of FabricMate fabric pens.) One of my friends got creative with her
photos using iron-on transfers that she fed through her printer.
Technology affords us unique creative options today, but make sure you
get the right advice and materials before trying this one!

P

assover is a food-intensive holiday. Besides the Seders and the
additional days of feasting at the end of Passover. Then, of course,

there are the intermediate days to navigate, all the while scrupulously
avoiding products that contain chametz (leaven). Oh yes - there’s a
Shabbat dinner sandwiched in among the eight days, as well. (Did I
just say sandwich in reference to Passover? OK, not the best figure of
speech.)
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For a festive look on your table this year, I recommend the
uncommonly delicious Portobello Pesto Stacks. They’re fun to make,
delightful to the palette, and not at all heavy. They’re a great start to
the Passover meal itself. Be sure your balsamic vinegar is kosher for
Passover. This recipe appears in the first Kosher by Design, page 38.
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holiday meals at the beginning of Passover, there are also the two
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partially opened) about 8-10 minutes or until peppers look blistered and blackened.
Place peppers in a paper bag; seal and let stand 10 minutes to loosen skin. Peel
peppers; it’s okay if a little black remains. Set aside.
Place the eggplant and tomato slices on the baking sheet and brush with olive oil. Broil
for 5-8 minutes. Remove the tomatoes and set aside. Flip the eggplant and broil 3-4
minutes on the second side. Remove from baking sheet. Set aside.
Remove the mushrooms from the marinade. Place on the baking sheet and place
under broiler for 7-8 minutes. Set aside.
Pesto:
In a food processor fitted with a steel blade, combine the basil, garlic, walnuts, pinenuts,
and olive oil. Process until smooth.
To assemble the stacks:
Place 1 portobello rounded side down, top with a layer of pesto, 1 piece of pepper, 1
eggplant slice, and 1 grilled tomato slice.
If using for dairy, top with some shredded mozzarella and run under the broiler for 3-4
minutes, until cheese melts.
Top with a second portobello cap, rounded side up. Skewer each stack with a sprig of
rosemary through all the layers.
Drizzle the plate with pesto, if desired.

portobello pesto stacks - Dairy or Parve
Marinade:
1⁄2 cup olive oil
1⁄4 cup balsamic vinegar
2 cloves garlic, minced
1 lemon
freshly ground black pepper
salt

Yield: 4 servings

AN UNCOMPLICATED PASSOVER
I’ve learned a very important – and honest – lesson over the years.

Portobello:
8 (21⁄2- to 3-inch in diameter) portobello mushroom caps
2 red bell peppers, halved and seeded
olive oil
1 thin, unpeeled eggplant, cut into
1-inch slices
2 ripe plum tomatoes, ends trimmed, each cut into 2 thick slices
shredded mozzarella (optional for dairy)

Guests and family really don’t care how hard I’ve worked to prepare
my table. They care whether or not they had a good time at my table!
When I realized that, something in my thinking shifted from needing
to create impressive externals to refocusing on the basics, the essence,
of Passover. Passover is a communal remembrance and affirmation of
identity, freedom, and people-hood. Therefore, at our table, we pay
more attention and dedicate more time to the actual Seder than to the
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Pesto:
2 cups fresh basil leaves, stems removed
2 cloves garlic
1⁄4 cup walnuts
1⁄8 cup pine nuts or pistachio nuts
3⁄4 cup olive oil
4 (5-inch) sprigs fresh rosemary, bottom leaves removed to expose the stick
Preheat the oven to broil with rack 5 inches from heat.

accoutrements. The Seder utilizes a number of edible object lessons on
the table, from the salt water (tears of affliction) to the bitter herbs
(affliction) to the sweet charoset (the taste of freedom). Add to this
the several pieces of matza and greens each person will eat during the
Seder. All these items require table real estate. One time- and spacesaving tip we employ is to prepackage the matza and greens for each
person in small and large Ziploc bags. It’s one of the final preparations
in our home later in the afternoon prior to the meal. One of the kids

Marinade:
In a cruet or in a bowl with a whisk, combine the olive oil, vinegar, garlic, juice from
lemon, pepper, and salt. Whisk or shake until it forms an emulsion.
Portobello:
Pour the marinade over the mushrooms and marinate
while you prepare the rest.
Place red peppers on an aluminum-foil lined baking sheet,
cut side down. Brush with olive oil. Broil (with oven door
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creates personalized computer labels so each person has just the right
bag with just the right ingredients at just the right time in the Seder.
By keeping the table more of a bare stage for the reenactment of the
story of our ancient and miraculous liberation, we all focus better on
the messages, meanings, and motivations that Passover inspires in us.
Simple. Uncomplicated.
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With all the work we do in preparing for the Seder, I chose an

A NATURAL PASSOVER
I once heard someone describe Passover as the most natural example

uncomplicated main dish to recommend: the Herb-Crusted Silvertip

of how Jewish education works. In elucidating his points, he said that

Roast. It’s quick and simple to assemble. You’ll find it on page 131

Jewish education is:

of Kosher by Design.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Home-based
Multi-sensory
Curiosity driven
Intergenerational
Anchored in traditions that lead us back to G-d
Forward-looking toward the ultimate redemption.

All of these elements are plainly interwoven in the Seder. In recent years,
much of Jewish education has been outsourced from the home – and
at a great price to Jewish literacy, identity, and continuity. Contrary to
popular notions, Jewish parents are the best Jewish educators because
they make the single greatest impact on how – and IF – children
embrace and perpetuate Jewish values. This is why our Torah tells us
“And these matters that I command you today shall be upon your
heart. You shall teach them thoroughly to your children and you
shall speak of them while you sit in your home, while you walk on
the way, when you retire and when you arise.” (Deut. 6:6, 7)

herb-crusted silver tip roast - Meat

Based on this and other Torah sources, we learn that the home is the

1 shallot, peeled and quartered
4 cloves garlic, peeled
4 teaspoons olive oil
2 teaspoons dried thyme leaves
2 teaspoons dried sage
3 teaspoons Kosher or coarse salt
11⁄2 teaspoons ground black pepper
1 (4- to 5-pound) silver tip roast, tied

natural environment for Jewish education. Passover comes in Nissan,
the first of the months of the Jewish calendar, to give us an annual
refresher course in Jewish history, heritage, philosophy, theology,
pedagogy, community life, and family values. The Torah warns us not to
forget the miracles our eyes have seen. The Seder helps us preserve the
collective memory of the Jewish people.

Yield: 8 servings

Today, with so many media assaulting us with weapons of mass
distraction, it is easy to forget who, we are as the Jewish people. I
encourage all of us to resist the temptation to rush the Seder this year.
(A well-done Seder can take three hours or more!) Linger over key
points in the Maggid (narration); make sure the children understand
the major divisions of the flow of thought and events; make use of
various Haggadahs around the table so participants can share insights
from a variety of sources. (Ed: See the review of Haggadahs in this issue
on page 32)

Nothing is as natural on a Jewish holiday table as a tzimmis. Here is
one presented in a tasty variation as a Tzimmis Soufflé. If you debut
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this on your Passover table, family and guests will clamor for repeat
appearances throughout the year! This parve recipe appears on page
239 of the original Kosher by Design cookbook.
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Preheat oven to 400 degrees. In the bowl of a food processor fitted with a metal blade,
chop the shallot and garlic. Add the oil. Pulse 1-2 times. Remove the garlic mixture to a
small bowl. Add the thyme, sage, salt, and pepper. Stir to combine.
Pat the meat dry with paper towels. Place it in a roasting pan. Rub the meat all over
with the herb paste.
Cover and chill 2-3 hours. (If you skip this step, reduce the cooking time. During the last
15-20 minutes, cut into the meat to make sure it is not getting well done.)
Bake uncovered for 30 minutes. Lower heat to 350 degrees. Bake for 11⁄2 hours or
until desired degree of doneness. Don’t cook longer than 21⁄2 hours or the meat will
toughen. Also, keep in mind that the meat will continue to cook for about 15 minutes
after you take it out of the oven. (see beef roasting guide on page 133)
Let meat stand for 15-20 minutes before slicing. The juices will return to the center of the
roast, making it moist and easier to carve.
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2 tablespoons orange juice
1 can crushed pineapple with heavy syrup
Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Spray a 9- by 9-inch square pan with nonstick cooking
spray. Set aside.
In a large bowl, beat the egg whites until they are stiff. Using a spatula, fold in the
carrots, sugar, and matzoh meal. Fold in the egg yolks, oil, lemon juice, orange juice,
and pineapple with the syrup.
Pour into the prepared baking dish. Bake 40-45 minutes or until top is golden. Scoop or
spoon out.
Yield: 10-12 servings

There are so many guides in print to tell you how to have the most
elegant, the most memorable, the most impressive, and the most unusual

tzimmes soufflé** - Parve

of Seders. This year, I wanted to get back to basics, because F.U.N. is

My friend gave me this recipe. Though it’s really for Passover, we both agree it’s almost
too good to tuck away in a Passover section. This recipe is great all year-round. For an
extra special presentation, make this recipe in individual ramekins for single servings as
pictured below.

that is festively uncomplicated and naturally liberating.

5 large eggs, separated
2 cups finely grated carrots, about 5-6 large carrots
1 cup sugar
3⁄4 cup matzo meal
1⁄2 cup canola or vegetable oil
1 teaspoon lemon juice

by Design Kids in the Kitchen (ArtScroll Mesorah Publications).She

TZAFUN

T

where it’s at! From my family to yours, I wish you a Seder experience

Susie Fishbein is the author of the bestseller cookbook Kosher by
Design, Kosher by Design Entertains, and the newly released Kosher
is also the official spokesperson for Manischewitz. She holds an
MS degree from Brooklyn College and resides in Livingston, New
Jersey with her husband and four children.
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zafun means concealment and depicts

as an end but as an enabler, to physical pleasures as an aid and not as

ultimate potential. We bring the afikomen

an aim. Ultimately, the intended state of the physical world is that of a

out of its place of hiding and with it we

vast tool-shed overflowing with devices designed to help us access a

bring a message of the hidden potential in every

higher reality. When properly understood, the hidden potential of our

aspect of creation.

physicality is to connect us to a spiritual dimension stored in every
corner of creation.
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The afikomen represents the Passover lamb that was eaten by every
Jew when the Temple stood in Jerusalem. The halacha (Jewish law)

This is the secret of eating the hidden piece of matzah. Every aspect

regarding the Passover lamb states (1) that it must be eaten only after

of life—every person and every fruit, every moment and every blade

the Passover meal has been concluded and (2) that nothing may be

of grass—possesses ultimate potential. Like the latent forces of energy

eaten after the lamb. In effect, it is lamb chops and not macaroons that

stored up in the atom, the potential of spirituality is waiting inside every

are the Passover dessert of tradition. Today the same rules apply to the

morsel of life. And once you experience this, once you taste the subtle

afikomen. It is eaten at the end of the meal, and it is to be the last food

flavors of afikomen, you won’t want to taste anything else.

we taste at the Seder. The afikomen is not consumed because we are
hungry but because it is a mitzvah, a spiritual directive.
Generally when we eat, it is to satisfy our appetite—but not at the
seder. On the night of the Seder, the afikomen points to eating not

But the question remains, what is the meaning of the tradition to encourage
our children to steal it? Is this one of the practices we want them to
learn? Enjoy the next article which takes a fun yet insightful approach to
answering this question.
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STEALING

FOR
THE
NEXT
GENERATION
by Rabbi David Orlofsky

on a regular basis, but do we need to instill it in them as a value at a

SINCE WHEN WAS “STEALING” A JEWISH VALUE?

religious ceremony?

There is a beautiful custom that takes place every Passover at the

There are those who suggest that it’s just a harmless game designed

Seder. After kiddush, the father breaks the middle of the three matzahs

to maintain the children’s interest in the Seder (in that case, there

placed before him and hides it away until the end of the Seder. It is the

should be something there for the average adult as well). But as far as

afikomen, the final food eaten at the Seder. “Afikomen” is apparently

the children are concerned, why not do what we always do? Tell them

related to the Greek word for “dessert,” and it’s a real pleasure to watch

if they sit quietly they’ll get a prize. Offer them a chance to answer

the happy contented faces of the Seder participants munching away at

questions about what we read.

yet another piece of matzah. Some people observe it’s even tastier this
year then usual. They are eating the cardboard box.

But thievery and extortion? Isn’t that taking educational aids a little too
far? Although perhaps seeing what’s going on in the American school
system, this might be a good way to prepare them. But I digress.

conclusion to the Seder, you first have to find the afikomen. The
children, as you know, are encouraged to steal it and hold it hostage,

The truth is, I think there’s a tremendous lesson to learn from the

refusing to return it until you promise to buy them the gift of their

custom of stealing the afikomen. Let’s take a quick look at the Seder.

dreams.

The kiddush is followed by a series of unusual activities. We dip a

Now, far be it from me to be the grinch that stole Passover, but does
it make sense to encourage our children to steal, blackmail and extort
money from us? Granted, once they get to college they’ll be doing it
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But as all the youngsters know, before you can reach that exciting

With all the preparations for Passover, all

Now, far be it from me to be the grinch
that stole Passover, but does it make
sense to encourage our children to steal,
blackmail and extort money from us?

the cleaning and shopping and cooking shouldn’t we spend some time preparing our
Seder—thinking about what we want to tell
our children? Maybe we should buy some of
the excellent classical commentaries on the
Haggadah, most of which are now available
in English, and study them. See if there is a
fresh approach to the Seder that we want to

vegetable in salt water, we uncover the

A friend of mine once offered a case of beer

share with our children. Something that will

matzahs, we re-cover the matzahs, we remove

to whoever gave the best answer to the

be meaningful and relevant to them in the

the Seder plate, we refill the wine cups. Busy

following question: “Why?” Of course, most

twenty-first century.

as beavers, we are. Finally we get down to

people gave answers like “because” or “why

business and one of the children recites “Ma

not?” But the case of beer went to the person

That, I believe, is the reason for the custom of

Nishtana - the Four Questions.”When the child

with the best answer: “Because that’s how

stealing the afikomen. Our children just asked

finishes, he is returned to his seat at the table

they did it in Europe.”

four questions - they deserve answers. Maybe
they realize the only way they can get our

where, between plotting his afikomen caper,
he throws things at his brother and annoys

It’s sad that people can have a Passover Seder

attention is by stealing it. Maybe the wise men

his sister.

every year and never stop to think of all the

who instituted the custom wanted to remind

“whys.”

us that we aren’t going to finish the Seder

Did anyone notice that while we were careful

without the children. “Mom, Dad, remember

to make sure the child asks the four questions,

me? I want some answers. And if I have to

no one seems to care if he gets any answers?
If you return to the original source of the
customs that precede the reading of “Ma
Nishtana,” you will find that they all have the
same theme: To inspire the children to ask.
The child sees the wine cup being refilled,
and he thinks: “Hey! We don’t make kiddush

How in the world do
I know why we’re
doing all these things?
That’s how your
grandfather did it!”

twice!” He sees the Seder plate being removed

blackmail you to remember that I’m here, I’m
prepared to do it.”
We all struggle to make the Passover Seder
meaningful for our guests and for ourselves.
But be careful to remember that the hope
for future generations is sitting at your Seder
table.

and thinks: “Is the Seder over already?” This
inspires a child’s curiosity until he wants to
say:“Hey guys, why is this night different from
all other nights?”
Unfortunately what happens most of the time
is that we cover the matzahs, uncover the
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matzahs, remove the Seder plate, fill the cups,
and when the child’s curiosity is stimulated
he can count on receiving the same answer:
“How in the world do I know why we’re
doing all these things? That’s how your
grandfather did it!”

How do we make this night special from all
other nights? Parents have a commandment
one night a year to tell their children what’s

This article originally appeared on Ohr

really important to them - why we are Jews,

Sameyach’s website: ohr.org.il.

the traditions and beliefs of our ancestors,
the meaning and miracle of Jewish survival.
And the kids have a commandment to listen.
Imagine! One night a year the kids have a
mitzvah to ask us questions and actually have
to listen to our answers. What an opportunity!
But do we take advantage of it? Or do we give
our children the same tired Seder performance
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Have A Happy and a Kosher Passover.

that we did last year?
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BARECH

At this point in the Seder, and following every

creation. The second reminds us that the stated goal – and ultimate

meal with bread or matzah, we recognize the

blessing – in redeeming our ancestors from slavery in Egypt was to

Source of all blessing with Birkat HaMazon.

celebrate life in the Land of Israel. The third expresses our belief that

Though we say it throughout the year, now is an

God’s plan to rebuild Jerusalem is alive and well. There is a fourth

opportune time to get to know it better.

blessing, added by the Sages, which highlights how the goodness of
God exceeds our expectations.

There are three primary blessings: The first recognizes that God
nourishes all living things out of His love for – and belief in - His entire

HALLEL

At the seder, we are free to be Jews - to be the

develop as we contemplate the awesome reality of God’s involvement

Jewish people … to make a difference. And we

in our world and our destiny. Though many start to doze off here, it’s

are free to sing the praises of One who broke the

the perfect time for a burst of energy - to take advantage of the power

chains of bondage to set us free.To the spiritually

this night has to give us a transcendent glimpse of the works of our

sensitive, now is the time to express all the growing ecstasy that we

With nirtzah, with our eyes on the city of peace,

NIRTZAH

we have come full circle. The pieces of our
Passover puzzle are now in place. Where each
had been part light, part shadow, this vagueness

Creator.
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has now given way to a clear and brilliant vision of freedom., and a clear
and brilliant vision of Jerusalem. With nirtzah we look neither to an
ancient Jerusalem, nor to a Jerusalem of the distant future.With nirtzah,
with L’shana Haba B’Yerushalayim, we look to the imminence of
Jerusalem, and the imminence of peace.
Way back at urechatz, we were transported to Jerusalem of old. A
Jewish proverb says, “every goal must precede itself in thought,” and
Jerusalem is our goal. Jerusalem is the only place where the wisdom
and way of Jewish life can be fully actualized in a manner that liberates
the potential of every Jew and of the Jewish nation to transform the
one lonely people to God can bear the fruits of a universal, spiritual
symphony.
The fruit of freedom is peace—peace of mind, peace of body and soul,
peace within us, and so too, between and among us.
L’shana Haba’a B’Yerushalayim. Next year in Jerusalem!
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landscape of history. Jerusalem is where the intimate relationship of

ajs | mind & spirit

Pharaoh
in

De-Nile
by Yitzchak Feldheim

day, G-d says “let there be ____” and another
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part of our world comes into existence. Each
day eventually ends with “and G-d saw ______
ki tov – that it was good” - except day two.The
words ki tov - “and G-d saw that it was good”
are conspicuously absent. What was wrong
with day two?
Let us take a closer look at what happened
on this second day of creation. It says,
“Vayaas Elokim es Harakia” -- “and G-d made
the firmament,” “vihi mavdil bein mayim
lamayim” - “and let there be a division
between the ‘upper waters’ and the lower
waters.” The lower waters keep the name
mayim - ‘water’ while the upper waters are

W

now to be known as sha-mayim or ‘heavens.’

hile the story of the exodus from

Nile.The Torah seems to want us to always see

Essentially, what all this means is that there

Egypt is - on the surface - one of

Egypt with the Nile in the background.

was originally one mass called ‘mayim’ and
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slavery, persecution and ultimately

that on day two G-d divided this mayim into

freedom, analyzing the many details provides

Why is it necessary and so integral to the story

waters and heavens -- He divided something

the story with fascinating depth.

to have the Nile play such a prominent role

whole into two separate parts. Division is

in the recounting of the slavery and freedom

a destruction of the oneness that existed

One theme that recurs throughout the Jewish

of the Jews? Maybe it is because we are told

previously. According to the Kabbalah, this is

experience in Egypt is a focus on the Nile

that Pharaoh and the Egyptians worshipped

the introduction into the world of divisiveness

River.

the Nile. Yet the Egyptians had many gods

and separatism and that is why it does not say

and their belief in the Nile would not alone

ki tov on day two. Far from good, this is seen

Consider: Joseph is first brought to Pharaoh

account for the constant presence of this river

as the beginning of Evil.

to interpret his dreams of cows emerging

on center stage. There must be something

from the Nile. Pharaoh decrees that all Jewish

about this river we are meant to appreciate

The second day was not good. Maybe

boys should be thrown into the Nile. Moshe’s

that will deepen our understanding of Egypt

necessary, but not good. As we declare in the

mother saves him by putting him in a basket

and the Exodus.

opening of the Shema, Jews understand G-d as

in the Nile. G-d tells Moses to go to Pharaoh at

the ultimate unity or one-ness. This provides,

the Nile. Moses confronts Pharaoh at the Nile.

THE SECOND DAY OF CREATION

then, that the absence of unity which was

He does miracles at the Nile. He turns the Nile

IN THE BEGINNING, we are presented with the

brought about by this “separation of waters”

to blood and he brings forth frogs from the

seven stages of the creation of the world. Each

on day two represents an absence of G-d

Himself from His universe. We can readily
understand how this marks the birth of Evil.
So what we have said is that Judaism sees G-d
as oneness and day two was the first time that
the total oneness of existence was marred by
division with the dividing of the firmament.
In fact, because it was the first division, the

Why is it necessary for the Nile to play such a
prominent role in the slavery and freedom of the
Jews? There must be something about this river
we are meant to appreciate that will deepen
our understanding of Egypt and the Exodus.

separation between the upper and lower
waters is often used as the metaphor for G-d

our aspirations for a world of unity and all the

Moses, emerging from this river, defeated it -

hiding Himself from His world.

blessings that come with such a G-dly world.

taking those who dreamed of unity out of the

THE KISS OF HEAVEN AND EARTH

Which brings us back to the Nile and the

Which brings us, of course, to rain. Rain is

Egyptians who worshipped it. Years after the

THE MISSING KI TOV

the sole remaining connection between the

Jews left Egypt, as they stood ready to enter

I want to return to the second day of creation,

upper and lower waters and represents a

the land of Israel, G-d informed them that their

to integrate the missing ki tov - “it was good”

symbol of repairing their division. When there

new land is “not a land like Egypt, which you

-- into our discussion. If you take a look at

is rain, the heavens and the earth “kiss,” giving

water yourself [from the Nile]. The land you

the beginning of the Exodus story where the

us a small taste of the unity they once had. It’s

are going to - by the rains of the heavens does

Torah describes the birth of Moses, you will

easy to forget this, but all life that exists in this

it drink its waters” (Deut. 11:10-11).

be amazed to find a surprisingly significant

land of the worshippers of division.

world depends on rain. It is this connection

phrase. Though it never uses this phrase

between heaven and Earth that provides the

The Jewish people lives or dies by the rains.

anywhere else outside of the creation chapter,

missing ingredient for all living things.

They are committed absolutely to their

the Torah says that when Moses was born,

national mission of bringing unity into the

his mother saw the baby ‘ki tov’ - ‘that it was

world and thus bringing G-d into the world.

good,’ and eventually placed him in a basket in

The nation of Egypt, on the other hand,

the Nile River.

Rain is the sole
remaining connection
between the upper
and lower waters and
represents a symbol of
repairing their division.

worshipped the Nile – the symbol of an earth
that manages without the heavens. Egypt’s

Very strange - does the Torah mean to tell us

joy does not await the kissing of heaven and

that he didn’t cry too loudly or that he slept

Earth, for they need not depend on rain. They

through the night? What baby is not good? And

live or die by the overflowing of the Nile

why doesn’t the Torah use this expression for

into the network of irrigation channels that

any other birth, such as Isaac or Jacob? Why

waters their lands. They never see the rain

did she have to place him in the Nile?

that feeds it and are content to live in a world
The first thing Adam did, our tradition tells us,

of disunity where heaven and earth have gone

The Kabbalah tells us that Moses was the one

when he looked around his brand new world

their separate ways.

who would begin to add ki tov to day two.

re-unification of the ‘upper waters’ and ‘lower

The Nile and rain are so much more than just

of the people of the Nile, leading his people

waters,’ there is growth and the thriving of life.

different forms of water; they are symbols

to a new land that depended entirely on the

When there is ongoing division, everything

of all that distinguishes those who seek to

close relationship of heaven and Earth. It was

dries up and dies.

enslave from those who dream of universal

the beginning of the rejoining of these cosmic

freedom. The Nile and its defiance of unity

forces, representing the rejoining of man

For this reason, prayers for rain are a

really was the god of Egypt. It was this image

and G-d as well. Unity was being restored to

significant part of our liturgy. In fact, the final

that Egypt worshipped and that allowed them

creation. And now, on to Mount Sina.

prayer of the Days of Awe is the prayer for rain

to enslave and murder Jews for 210 years. It

on Shmini Atzeret. Rain is so much more than

was this image that provided the backdrop

just water from the clouds - it is the symbol of

for so many of the events of the Exodus until
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It would be Moses who would end the reign

was to turn to G-d and pray for rain. With this
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ALL

BABIES
IN
THE
UNIVERSE
by Sarah Shapiro

I

t’s the season of lost babies. A few weeks ago our nine-year-old

Our eight-year-old daughter named her Lucy. (Of course we assumed

brought home a scantily feathered brown and grey one with two

she was female.) I added the last name of Feather. Lucy Feather got

broken legs. My instant, involuntary reaction to the sight of that

better: she chirped, she drank, she ate. Our twelve-year-old daughter, to

miserable little spot of naked, ruined flesh in my son’s cupped hands

our surprise, actually shed tears over the suffering the bird must have

was to avert my eyes.

experienced when her legs were broken. On the third morning, we
came downstairs and found in the shoebox Lucy’s stilled corpse with

But I remembered how one spring afternoon, years and years ago

its skewed head and stiffly outstretched feet. My son took her outside

in Connecticut, my mother used an eye dropper to administer

for burial.
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homeopathic medicine to a baby bird that had fallen from its nest.
That bird lived. So I copied my mother. I got the right homeopathic

A few days later, a child in the neighborhood gave our twelve-year-old

remedy, got my son a cardboard shoebox with soft cotton in it

daughter another bird. It looked, annoyingly somehow, exactly like Lucy.

for a bed, gave the bird water and breadcrumbs. I did these things

And it didn’t have broken legs; it was just wounded from its fall from the

most of all because I wanted my children to have, as I do, that

nest. I didn’t want it, but tried to conceal that. My daughter took care of

ineradicable image in their minds of their mother saving a bird.

it. It died. She buried it.
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This week, other neighborhood children rang our bell and, when I
opened the door, presented me with a large cardboard box.They tipped
the box forward so I could get a good view of the three, familiar-looking,
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near-naked tiny birds piled atop each other -- miserably -- in the corner.
Were their bodies broken? How long could this go on? No, something
in me replied, sorry. No. Then my twelve-year-old, avoiding the sight of
them, said, “There’s a boy who said he takes care of animals. I’ll bring
them to him.”

I opened up his manuscript to the chapter on self-image. In this
particular section, having just quoted Rabbi Shlomo Wolbe’s statement

Was my inner reluctance contagious? Did I want the image in my

that “every person must know he has importance -- not illusory

children’s minds to be that of their mother declining the opportunity

importance but very deep and significant importance,” Rabbi Baharan’s

to save a life? We took them.

text then continues:“If one wants to achieve perfection, he must realize
that reality has importance. He must understand that the existence of

One has died. None of the children was willing, so I buried it yesterday.

the world, as well as every single entity it contains, is vital and crucial.

The other two are chirping, growing, eating, drinking; and since the

It is only on the basis of such an awareness that man can build a value

crows would get them out on the porch, they’re in the living room.

system, and attach worth to every entity on earth and function on earth,

When the windows are closed, they smell. They have, comically, what

according top priority to the value of human life itself. The recognition

looks like a clown’s frowning yellow lips: the babyish outline of

that the existence of every entity on earth is crucial, and that man’s

their beaks. When any one of us pauses by their box, they open up

deeds have importance, constitutes the point of departure for the

these beaks of theirs just like baby birds in National Geographic: way

formulation of all values... When our Sages praise one who recognizes

open, ridiculously wide open, and they chirp madly the way my own

his own worth, they are intimating that he perceives and senses that he

newborns used to cry wildly when hungry. We drop water and crumbs

himself is an entity which has value...”

down into the darkness of those opened throats and they think we’re
their mother.

I did these things most of all because I wanted my
children to have, as I do, that ineradicable image
in their minds of their mother saving a bird.
Yesterday, at Hadassah Hospital in Jerusalem, I consulted with Rabbi

I thought of the woman who’s been staying at our house the last few

Avraham Baharan about the English translation of a book he has written.

days, an annoying houseguest who manifests little sensitivity to my own

As I sat down to go over some of the editing, he said: “People who

schedule. We don’t have a guest room; she has taken the room of our

come here to visit me think that they’re the normal ones and that I’m

two youngest, and hasn’t given me the satisfaction of apologizing for the

the abnormal one, because I am approaching death. But it’s death that’s

inconvenience. I’ll be busy getting the children off to school and she’ll

normal, and life that is not normal. To be able to sit, to walk, to speak

ask if I have time to make her an omelet. I’ll be about to go lie down

-- these things are not normal.”

and she’ll ask for something good to read... no, not that book, she’ll say,
and promises to pay when I get the bill... and I wonder how I’ll find her.

I thought of the woman who’s
been staying at our house the
last few days, an annoying
houseguest who manifests little
sensitivity to my own schedule.

To top it off, she keeps putting off her departure.
A perfect houseguest, this woman, confronting me, as she does so well,
with the difficulty I experience giving without getting appreciation in
return. Confronting me as she does with my inability to believe that
every person has importance -- not illusory importance but very deep
and significant importance. She’s alone in the world. She has no home.
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“something more inspiring.” I want to scream. She talks long-distance

It’s easier taking care of the birds, those babies in the box hovering

None of that has a bearing on our actual identity. Each of us is a

noisily between their recent births and their probable deaths. Those

wondrous particle of God’s essence, an entity of infinite significance in

tiny, broken things... in their absolute innocence they arouse less

His endless Mind.

resistance on my part, even though they smell, to the idea that they’re
significant living entities.They’re helpless creatures that can’t be blamed

Our grossly imperfect human nature is perfectly designed to connect

for their suffering. In their weakness and sickness and poverty they’re so

us to that which is eternal. For it’s usually when we’re in some kind of

palpably alive; there’s no reason in the world they shouldn’t be loved by

torment, trapped in our box and lacking satisfaction, that we glance up,

God and, theoretically at least, by us.

begging, to what we sense is overhead.

We humans, on the other hand, do not appear innocent in our own

This article originally appeared in Don’t You Know it’s a Perfect

eyes, because we’re not. We’re selfish, and self-absorbed, and often
stupidly consumed by silly vanity. Most of us, much of the time, are
spiritually poverty-stricken from the pettiness of our thoughts and the

World? published by Targum Press, under the title, “Season of Lost
Babies.”

shortsightedness of our daily lives. We, too, are babies pitifully weak

Sarah Shapiro is the author of Growing With My Children, Don’t You

and lost, sickened by devotion to our busy little egos. We, too, are

Know it’s a Perfect World, and A Gift Passed Along [Artscroll], and

ridiculously small phenomena in the onrushing flood of time, homeless

editor, most recently, of The Mother in Our Lives [Targum/Feldheim].

in the universe, and contemporary culture further debases our self-

She lectures and teaches writing in Israel and America.

image into that of objects of negligible value.
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WATER FROM THE WELL: REFLECTIONS ON BEING A JEW AT THE
END OF HISTORY
by Holly pavlov

Yitzchak (Isaac) was given the name “he will laugh” because

W

been trying to bear children all their lives. Laughter continues

from the Well: Reflections on Being a Jew at the End of History,

Pavlov writes that Yitzchak (“he will laugh”) was given his name

Holly Pavlov attempts, through classic text study, to answer

in the future tense because everything he did in this world was

questions Jews grapple with each day.

defined by the reality of the future. He was able to laugh the

his very existence was based on absurdity – he was born
to a 90-year old mother and 100-year old father who had

hy is life such a struggle? Are we struggling today more

throughout our history because, as Pavlov points out, with all

than ever before? Or do we just feel like our struggles

the adversity we have faced as a people, it is almost absurd

are greater because we have lost a sense of why we

that the Jewish nation still exists today.

are struggling? Are we being tested? In her latest book, Water

laughter of the absurd, but he understood that the world will
The follow up to her first book,
Mirrors of Our Lives: Reflections of
Women in Tanach, Water from the
Well reminds us that the Torah is our
guide and our greatest resource in
dealing with personal challenges.
The book looks at the Biblical period
when our patriarchs and matriarchs
were particularly challenged and
depicts how they dealt with times of
crisis. Giving specific examples, the
book examines how each figure

ultimately

REBBETZIN HOLLY PAVLOV

Water
from the

Well

have

no

absurdities.

Everything that presently makes no
sense will make sense. When that
understanding is revealed to us, we
will really laugh.
The running theme of the book is
that during this last period of history,
the challenges in each of our lives
give way to meaning, and from
that there is joy. In each essay
Pavlov presents Torah concepts as

had maintained the vision that their

a teacher would to her students to

struggles were necessary in order to

elicit questions and to work out life

give birth to the Jewish people.

lessons together. Just as God has a
vision for us too, the book illustrates

Water from the Well emphasizes

how we can use personal struggle

that our forebears were always

as a means of reaching a noble

beyond

themselves,

realizing they were part of a bigger
picture. Ironically, this book about
life struggles begins with a chapter

Reflections on Being a Jew
at the End of History

on laughter. Pavlov points out that
throughout

history,

Jews

have

purpose.
A Jewish educator for more than
30 years, Pavlov founded She’arim
College

of

Jewish

Studies

for

Women in 1994. Based on classes

been known for their sense of humor and ability to laugh at

she has given over the years, Water from the Well transports

themselves and the world around them. She examines the

readers to her Jerusalem study center, giving them tools to

various meanings of the word through the story of the first

work through these historical portraits so they can challenge

Jewish child, Yitzchak.

themselves intellectually and spiritually, just as Pavlov’s own
students do each day of their Jewish journey.

After many years of yearning for a child, both Avraham and
Sarah laughed when God told them they would be parents.

Reviewed By: Jennifer Rubenstein
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Born

Free?
by SY Rigler

Quite the contrary. Learn how to choose freedom this Passover.

oneself not to repeat the mistake. But how could I resolve not to lash
out like that again when my hurtful words had tumbled out reflexively,

The day before my birthday, I had a furious fight with my husband Leib.

without my conscious choice, almost beyond my control?

In truth, we rarely argue, thanks to his calm and patient disposition. Leib
is as tranquil as I am volatile, as mellow as I am quick-tempered. That

As I stood there praying beside the holy Wall, an idea occurred to me.

day, however, realizing that our burgeoning overdraft allowed no money

From now on, whenever I was about to say anything charged to my

for him to take me out to dinner for my birthday, I found myself irately

husband, I would take the ring I wear on my right hand, transfer it to

blaming him for our financial problems. I fired hurtful accusations that

my left hand, then transfer it back to my right hand. During the time it

I never intended to utter. I was out of control.

would take me to do this, I would ask myself the question: Will what I
am about to say distance me from my husband or draw me closer? Since

It took an hour of working on myself to calm down, to change the inner

I never want to be distant from my beloved husband, if the answer is,

tape, to realize the damage I had inflicted on the person I most love, and

“distance,” I would choose not to say it... even if it’s true, even if it’s

to ask forgiveness. Leib readily forgave me. We hugged and made up, but

justified. I would simply choose closeness.

the distance I had created with my invectives hung between us like a
foul smell. Despite Leib’s loving birthday card and sweet homemade gift,

Revitalized and happy with this new tactic, I left the Kotel and jumped

it was a miserable evening.

into our car as Leib and the children drove past the Kotel plaza.We were
off to see the wildflowers.
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The next day, like every year, we planned to celebrate my birthday
by going on a family excursion to see the wildflowers. This year we

Not having eaten breakfast, I was hungry. “What food did you pack?” I

planned to make the hour and a half drive across Israel to a hilltop

asked them.

near Rishon LeTzion where the rare argamon iris was in full bloom. As
a special birthday dispensation, I asked Leib and my teenage daughter

“I don’t know,” Leib responded. “You asked Pliyah to pack the lunch.”

Pliyah to prepare the picnic lunch, so I would have extra time to pray

Pliyah was taken aback. “I only packed tuna sandwiches. I thought

my morning prayers at the Kotel (the Western Wall).

Abba was supposed to pack the rest -- the fruit and potato chips and
cookies.”

I was still despondent about my outburst the previous day. I felt both
trapped in a place I didn’t want to be and helpless to break out. Tshuva
(repentance) in Judaism entails three steps, one of which is to take upon
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“Well, nobody told me anything about food,” Leib answered
dismissively.
I was about to say:“What? I certainly did tell you. I even told you where
you could find the potato chips. Why don’t you ever listen to me? Now
what are we supposed to do with only half a lunch and no money to
buy snacks? We’ll all get hungry and cranky!”

During the time it would take me
to do this, I would ask myself the
question: Will what I am about
to say distance me from my
husband or draw me closer?

The opposite of Egyptian bondage was not a libertine free-for-all. The
objective and culmination of the Exodus was the giving of the Torah at
Mt. Sinai. God makes this clear the very first time He reveals Himself to

That’s what I wanted to say. Instead, I transferred my ring from my

Moses at the burning bush.“When you take the people out of Egypt, you

right hand to my left and back to my right while asking myself, “Will

will serve God on this mountain.” [Ex. 3:12]

saying this distance me from my husband or draw us closer?” Clearly it
would distance us, as mutual recriminations would give way to guilt and

The essential connection between freedom and Divine service is

defensiveness and sweeping condemnations. So I kept my mouth shut.

evident in the Hebrew calendar. From the second day of Passover, Jews

That’s when it happened. As I sat there in my self-chosen silence, I

begin counting 49 days until Shavuot, the holiday which commemorates

experienced a feeling of exaltation and freedom. I could do it! I could

the giving of the Torah at Sinai. Shavuot is considered the culmination

choose which course I wanted to follow according to where I wanted

of Passover. Ultimate freedom, by the Torah’s definition, means serving

to end up. I was in control. I was free.

God.

WHAT IS FREEDOM?
On Passover, every Jew is obligated to see himself or herself as if s/he
personally had gone out of Egypt. This strains the imaginative powers
of even the most imaginative of us. Back-breaking labor, massive bricks,
the crack of the whip of the Egyptian taskmaster, the humiliations and
torture of slavery are all so remote from our experience that, try as we

That’s when it happened. As I
sat there in my self-chosen
silence, I experienced a feeling
of exaltation and freedom.

each of us personally experience liberation from slavery? If we look
carefully at the Torah’s account of the Exodus, we see that slavery to

This is surprising. The 613 commandments of the Torah are often

Pharaoh is juxtaposed to service of God.To give one of many examples:

regarded from the outside as 613 restrictions. How can they be

God said to Moses: “Go to Pharaoh and say to him, ‘So says God, the

synonymous with freedom?

Lord of the Hebrews: Send out My people that they may serve Me.’”
[Exodus 9:1]

continued on page 62
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may, the empirical sense of being enslaved eludes us. How, then, can
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father tearfully wrestles with the gut-wrenching ambivalence
of wanting to hold on to his youngest son and let him go at the
same time (“A Face in the Window”).

SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT: EXTRAORDINARY REFLECTIONS
ABOUT ORDINARY EVENTS
BY RABBI YAAKOV SALOMON, C.S.W.

And, of course, there are the three articles he wrote for

(New York: Shaar Press, December 2005; 215 pages]

the book – see page 22).

American Jewish Spirit in his regular column, Know Thyself
(though in this issue we reverse roles, printing a chapter from

Reviewed by Dr. Meir Wikler
Rabbi Salomon, however, is not simply a reporter, recording

I

n this new book, a collection of Rabbi Salomon’s previously

the facts on the ground and leaving the reader to draw his or

published writings, he guides and inspires, motivates and

her own conclusions. He takes the reader inside his heart and

captivates, muses, amuses and enlightens his readers. In

mind, sharing unabashedly his innermost thoughts and private

doing all this, he heightens our awareness of the extraordinary
learning

and

spiritual

feelings.

growth

opportunities of ordinary situations.

Something to Think About is, therefore,

Consistently, in each chapter, he

a veritable roller coaster of emotions. As

has bountifully served up delectable

we accompany Rabbi Salomon on the

portions of food for thought.

plane, in his car, on the sidewalk or in his
childhood bedroom, we are pinched

Sounds great. But just what is the book

with yearning and sorrow, tickled with

about?

laughter or moved to tears of joy. As a
result, this book is not recommended for

It is about everyday people and places,

reading on the subway, bus, or in any

relationships

responsibilities,

other public venue where one might

expectations and experiences. Rabbi

feel embarrassed to emote so openly.

Salomon describes them all with such

In the privacy of one’s home, however,

wit, charm and vividness that the

the reader should feel uninhibited

reader feels as if he or she is tagging

enough to open the flood-gates of

along with Rabbi Salomon as he soars

feelings which these anecdotes and

through life. He depicts each ordinary

reflections will surely trigger.

and

scene and circumstance with such
striking clarity that the reader cannot

Something to Think About is not just an

refrain from seeing him or herself on

exciting journey without a destination.

each and every page.

Rabbi Salomon clearly strives to find
meaning and purpose in everything
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We join Rabbi Salomon, for example,

he does and everything that happens

as he sits in his childhood succah when the festive serenity is

to him. By sharing his inner struggles, personal confessions and

shattered by a twenty-pound rock (“Succos in Spanish Harlem”);

penetrating self-analyses with us, he is teaching us how to do

or, as he sits in a doctor’s waiting room filling out a medical

the same. In each chapter, we are encouraged, cajoled,

history questionnaire and reflecting on his many reasons for

prodded and pushed to apply the inspiration and insight

gratitude in being able to check off so many “no”s (“Waiting in

gleaned from Rabbi Salomon in our own daily lives.

the Waiting Room”). And we sit alongside him as he begins his
annual bus trip to summer camp while his Holocaust-survivor

60

While this book is entertaining, that is not its only purpose. It is
designed to make us reflect on our own lives and to give us
something really worthwhile to think about.

continued from page 64
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The delicious value of freedom begins with the realization that we
are not the center of our universe but that we are an integral part
of it – that we can study it, find our place in it and make the kind of
contribution that will lift us up and “set our human soul free.” It comes
with the discovery that we fill a need in the world that we honestly
believe in and that provides the perfect opportunity for meaningful selfexpression and ultimate fulfillment.
When we decide that we are willing to make sacrifices towards this
needed contribution and can deeply invest ourselves in it, we are able
to develop a whole new vision of life and of the meaningful paths that
lay before us. Paths means that the most valuable choices are not those
that are for today but those that take advantage of all your resources
– including time – to create something monumental. Paths take sacrifice,
maturity and delayed gratification.
In the Torah scheme of life, the deepest freedom goes hand-in-hand
with the deepest commitment. It is only when the Israelites committed
to the service of the Paschal lamb and the ongoing service of God it
portended that they were able to savor the sweetness of freedom. Why?
Because the only alternative to commitment and service is the dross of
selfishness.
This raises an obvious question: What good is freedom if it’s really not
about me but about what I can do for someone else? What’s so sweet
about that?
This is: the goal of the service is the freedom.The purpose of the Paschal
Lamb was not to serve some demanding god but to achieve redemption.
God has made it quite clear that He has no need for this service – it
is designed, beyond our intelligence, to give us a path towards our
fulfillment. And yes, it is a paradox. Giving is receiving. Sacrificing is

Maintaining this duality on a constant basis - of limiting our freedom
while cherishing it - can even provide us with the kind of appreciation
of freedom Natan Sharansky discovered in smothering persecution. It
should not take the “purifying fire” of solitary confinement in a Russian
“punishment cell” for the greatness of our human souls to be set free.
This Passover, celebrate your freedom by choosing to serve.
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growing. Selfless commitments are personally liberating.

continued from page 59
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TWO VOICES

The Hittites would allow some forms of bestiality (though not incest).
The Egyptians regarded consanguinity as relatively unimportant. The
Israelites, by contrast, banned all irregular forms of sex, and they had
a list of forbidden degrees of marriage, including affinity as well as
consanguinity. [A History of the Jews, pp. 33-36]

According to cognitive psychology, all human actions are in response
to an “inner tape” which plays non-stop in the human brain. This tape

With the giving of the Torah, a human being was no longer a slave to the

is most often recorded by heredity and environment. It tells us what to

imperatives of his/her sexual desires. A second voice -- the Divine voice

do, and, like automatons, we obey:“That person just insulted you. Insult

-- mandated a different, sacred course of action. The human being was

him back!”“That driver just cut you off. Get angry!”

free to choose. The exercise of choice itself is freedom.

This is the Torah’s definition of slavery. This is the voice of Pharaoh; it

That freedom entails choice is obvious when we observe the elections

brooks no disobedience, nor does it even occur to us to disobey. There

held in countries ruled by dictators. All the accoutrements of free

is no such thing as a bad slave, because a slave has no viable choices.

elections are there, such as voting booths and secret ballots. But if only

For most of our waking hours, it does not even occur to us to disobey

one candidate is running, the election is clearly not “free.” Freedom

or change our inner tape.

requires choice.

Forget the taskmaster’s whip and the massive bricks.
Each of us is enslaved every time we act on automatic
pilot, every time we react according to our instinctual
programming.

In a world driven by the survival instinct and the pleasure principle,

When God gave the Jewish people the Torah, He gave us 613 choices.

the Torah mandated an alternative way of life driven by holiness and

Observe Shabbat or not. Love your neighbor or not. Gossip or not.

spiritual values. The ethics of the Torah have become so imbued in

Unlike Pharaoh, God, as you might have noticed, brooks a great deal of

Western civilization that we may not realize what a radical alternative

disobedience.That’s why a person who violates a Divine commandment

they offered to ancient man -- and continue to offer to us today. As
historian Paul Johnson notes:
Most law codes of the ancient Near East are property-oriented, people
themselves being forms of property whose value can be assessed. The
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Mosaic code is God-oriented... In Mosaic theology, man is made in God’s
image, and so his life is not just valuable, it is sacred... Whereas other
codes provided the death penalty for offences against property, such
as looting during a fire, breaking into a house ... , in the Mosaic law no
property offence is capital. Human life is too sacred where the rights of
property alone are violated...
The Mosaic laws were very strict in sexual matters. For instance,
the Ugaritic laws, revealed in the Ras Shamra tablets, permitted
fornication, adultery, bestiality and incest in certain circumstances.

63
is not struck by lightning. Immediate punishment would limit our
freedom of choice. The ability to make moral choices is a Divine gift.
It’s the only true freedom humans have.
The key phrase here is “moral choice.” Your decision whether to go to
the movies or a ballet tonight, or whether to eat vanilla or chocolate ice

One-Minute
Jewish Films
Aish.com/films

cream is not an exercise of free will. Since there is no moral element
present, they are mere preferences, not choices.
Only in the moral realm do you have free choice. When your inner tape
says to give tit for tat, to respond to an insult with an even more lethal
barb, you have the power to change the tape. You have the power to
ask yourself, “Is this who I really want to be?” The very act of choosing
between your knee-jerk response and the Divine imperative to be kind
is freedom.
Each of us at every moment is heeding the voice of Pharaoh or the voice
of God. The voice of Pharaoh commands us to do what is instinctive,
automatic, reflexive. “Doing what comes naturally,” is ultimate bondage
because we exercise no power of choice.
The voice of God, on the other hand, offers an alternative to instinct.
For example, by commanding us not to take revenge [Lev. 19:18],
God in effect is saying: “Your instinct is to hurt those who hurt you.
By commanding you to act otherwise, I’m offering you the ability to
choose a different course.”
The exercise of choice is the essence of freedom. Forget the taskmaster’s
whip and the massive bricks. Each of us is enslaved every time we act
on automatic pilot, every time we react according to our instinctual

To experience liberation this Passover, we need only to break the bonds
of instinct, to learn to deliberate and decide what we shall do or what
we shall say, based on who we want to become -- a slave of Pharaoh or
a servant of God.

With 155,000 email subscribers and
2.1 million monthly visitors,
Aish.com is the most popular
Judaism website, featuring insightful
and practical wisdom on spirituality,
relationships, work, current events,
weekly Torah portion, holidays
and the live Western Wall camera.
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programming.

editor

from the

In the Service of Freedom

I

by Rabbi Dovid Goldman

f you read our interview in this issue (page 18) of former Soviet

before it can turn to the events of their liberation. We are advised that

dissident Natan Sharansky, I hope you were struck deeply by

the central goal of the evening is that “every person must imagine

something he said. Here’s the quote I’m referring to: “I think those

himself having personally left Egypt.” This progression throughout the

who were not lucky enough to have such simple experiences…” That

evening - from relating to the suffering, on to the anticipation of the

“simple experience” he was “lucky enough” to have was the persecution

redemption and finally to the Exodus itself – is meant to inspire our

at the hands of the KGB that resulted in 9 years of imprisonment and

own feelings of liberation.

torture in Russian prisons.
This provides an invaluable opportunity but the central challenge
Why was he “lucky” to have this simple experience? You can read it in

remains: How to maintain – throughout the year - the heightened love

his own words but the short answer is that the choice he made within

of freedom described by Sharansky? I believe the answer is found in

himself to fight for true freedom
produced a “feeling of liberation,
of freedom, [that] was so powerful
that inevitably all your life you want
to keep [it].”
It is we who “did not have such
simple experiences” who are the

the essential, brilliant insight into

“I believe that the rendering of useful service

freedom that underlies the entire

is the common duty of mankind and that only

I have chosen a quote from John

in the purifying fire of sacrifice is the dross of
selfishness consumed and the greatness of the
human soul set free.” – John D. Rockefeller

unlucky ones. We have to somehow

scheme of life according to Torah.
D. Rockefeller, engraved on a
monument in Rockefeller Center
in New York City, that says as much
of this as I can say in this forum.
It goes like this: “I believe that

compensate for this misfortune of growing up free which, he correctly

the rendering of useful service is the common duty of mankind and

points out, “is not simple, of course.”

that only in the purifying fire of sacrifice is the dross of selfishness
consumed and the greatness of the human soul set free.”
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As shocking as this sounds, it reflects one of life’s well-known, if not
well-liked, wisdoms: You can only appreciate the value of something

The solution to this conundrum – of freedom making it difficult for

if you know what it’s like to live without it. This is experienced most

us to appreciate freedom – is for you to choose to limit your own

powerfully by those who narrowly escape death – who almost inevitably

freedom. We can have no appreciation of freedom when it is so open-

embrace life afterwards with a new-found thrill of living. Without such

ended that it fails to engage us. So long as it can mean almost anything,

“fortune,” we are left with at best a fairly shallow appreciation of the

it really means nothing. Only by choosing to serve a greater good, by

exquisite value life offers us. This goal of deepening that appreciation is

committing to it and making sacrifices for it, can you escape the “dross

the most prominent theme of the Passover Seder.

of selfishness” that free-for-all freedom really is. Because in a selfish-sortof freedom lies a rejection of a world that matters.And if the world does

The Talmud teaches that the annual retelling of the
Exodus at the Seder must begin by describing the
slavery, persecution and suffering of our ancestors
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not matter, neither do you - and freedom becomes nothing more than
excuse to take it easy.
continued on page 61

